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This price list shall come into e�ect on 15-06-2021 and supersedes all previous price lists. From that date onwards, all orders and supplies made 
by JOVICAL shall be governed by these general conditions of sale and by this price list. The printed version may contain misprints, and so it is the 
customer’s responsibility to consult the prices in the online version of the price list, which shall always be kept updated and whose prices shall be 
applicable. No exception shall be accepted unless it has been expressly granted in writing by JOVICAL for each speci�c case. This new price list shows 
the recommended retail prices in euros exclusive of VAT in the di�erent categories of fabrics and �nishes throughout the range of standard products 
manufactured by MUEBLES JOVICAL, S.L. (hereafter JOVICAL). For each collection, in addition to the prices you shall �nd images and abundant techni-
cal information on the products and their �nishes. This information is complemented with our website www.SENIORCARE.es and our catalogues. 
For more information, please do not hesitate to contact our customer service department. JOVICAL is not bound by the o�ers or commitments assu-
med by the agents or sales representatives external to the company until such o�ers have been con�rmed in writing by our head o�ce. 

1.- PLACING OF ORDERS 

To prevent any possible errors in duplicating orders, we advise you to assign a number or reference to each order. The orders received shall not 
be binding for JOVICAL while they are not con�rmed in writing. You shall always receive an order con�rmation from us. We ask you to review 
it as soon as possible and report any discrepancy to our customer service department within 2 working days from receipt of con�rmation. If 
you do not receive it, please contact us to ensure that the order has been set in motion. Once those two days have elapsed, the order shall be 
considered as �rm and the conditions established in the order con�rmation as accepted. JOVICAL shall not be held responsible for any error or 
omission in the order. Orders shall be accepted in writing via email to: INFO@SENIORCARE.ES, by telephone on 0034-965405330 or by fax on 
0034-966680562, and shall only be binding once accepted by JOVICAL. The company shall not be held responsible for any possible errors deri-
ved from orders placed by telephone. Orders shall include, at the very least, the code of the product, its description, the fabric and other �nishes, 
the quantity and the place of delivery. The customer shall check the order con�rmation within 48 hours and immediately report any anomaly or 
nonconformity in writing. After this period, any cancellation or change shall incur the charge corresponding to the manufacturing phase in which 
it �nds itself. Otherwise the description of the product in the order con�rmation shall be incorporated into this Agreement and shall be binding for 
the parties. No order modi�cations or cancellations shall be accepted. No orders shall be accepted if there are unpaid invoices pending recovery. 
Estimates or price quotations shall only be valid in writing and for the period indicated in them. Should no period be indicated, this shall be 30 days. 

2. PRICES 

The prices shown in the price list are in euros. They do not include VAT or transport, assembly or any other kind of expenditure or fee unless 
agreed and signed by JOVICAL. The prices and conditions of our estimates shall be updated to the prices and conditions in force if the order is not 
placed within 30 days of the estimates being issued. Transaction exempt from VAT under article 25 of Act 37/1992 of 28 December on Added-
Value Tax (“Exemptions in the deliveries of goods destined for another Member State”). 

3. PAYMENT AND RESERVATION OF OWNERSHIP 

The merchandise is invoiced on the date of dispatch. Instalment payments shall commence from the invoice date. JOVICAL reserves the right to 
determine the speci�c form of payment for each case as well as the right to claim the debt in its entirety on the due date without prior notice 
and to apply interest on arrears at the European Central Bank statutory rate of interest. 

4. DELIVERY TIMES 

Delivery shall be made within the approximate timescale indicated in the order con�rmation, with this date being considered to be the date on 
which manufacture is completed. The merchandise shall be handed to the transport company designated by JOVICAL and, in the case of freight 
collect, to the transport company designated by the customer. Partial deliveries of orders may be made following agreement with the customer. 
JOVICAL shall not be held liable for any costs incurred by the failure to deliver on the agreed date. A delay shall not give the buyer the right to 
cancel the order or to claim for any kind of interest, damages or harm unless a written agreement signed by both parties is in place. For orders 
with fabrics or materials supplied by the customer, the delivery date shall be approximate and shall be calculated from the date of reception of 
the fabrics or materials and their approval by JOVICAL. 

5. TRANSPORT 

This shall be speci�cally determined and agreed for each customer before shipment. All carriage paid deliveries shall be handed over on a ground 
¦oor and in an easily accessible unloading point, always on street level. When transport is paid by the customer or the transport agency is desig-
nated by the customer, the liability of JOVICAL is extinguished at the time of handover at our warehouse. If there are speci�c delivery demands, 
they shall be indicated at the time of placing the order. Should there be an increase in cost, this shall be communicated and, should there be agre-
ement, shall be subject to complementary billing. Depending on the order mix, there may be di�erences in weights, measurements and volumes. 

6.- SPECIAL ITEMS 

JOVICAL o�ers the possibility of manufacturing special products after having discussed it with our Sales Department, which shall report on viabi-
lity, price and approximate timescales for this type of manufacture. Special product orders require prior approval and no returns, cancellations or 
modi�cations are accepted for them. Any additional costs incurred by JOVICAL due to one or any of the above-mentioned reasons shall be added 
to and itemised in the invoice. Any fabrics supplied by the customer shall be sent by carriage paid. Any extra cost caused by the customer’s fabric 
shall be charged on the invoice. The delivery timescale shall be counted from the date of reception of the fabric. Together with each model’s de-
tail, the necessary metres of fabric for upholstering the unit shall be shown. This item has been calculated for fabrics measuring 140cm in width. 
If your fabric’s width is not 140cm or the quantity is greater than one unit, there may be highly signi�cant di�erences in the consumption. In this 
case, please consult our Sales Department, where they will inform you how many metres of fabric are required for manufacturing your order. In 
the case of striped or printed fabrics that need to be matched, the consumption cannot be indicated until the fabric has been reviewed in the fac-
tory. Items with the customer’s fabric shall be invoiced at the price of category G1, with the exception of leather goods supplied by the customer 
and striped or printed fabrics, which shall be invoiced at the price of category G1 + 10 euros/unit. The customer shall indicate which is the good 
side and the direction of the fabric for correctly upholstering the units. JOVICAL reserves the right to reject a fabric that is not acceptable for ap-
propriately manufacturing our products. We consequently recommend that you �rst send us a sample for evaluation by our technical department.

GENERAL CONDITIONS
OF INTERNATIONAL SALE MUEBLES JOVICAL, S.L.



7. WARRANTY 

JOVICAL o�ers a �ve-year warranty against any manufacturing defect, counting from the invoice date. Excluded from this warrantee are uphols-
tery fabrics and leathers, whose warranty shall be for 2 years. Also excluded from the warranty are special products or products modi�ed by the 
customer as well as fabrics and materials supplied or speci�ed by the customer. The warranty consists of repairing or replacing non-conforming 
pieces or components, with JOVICAL bearing the repair costs. Such costs do not include transport costs. Excluded from the warranty are natural 
wear and tear or ageing of the materials as well as any damage arising from the lack of care, improper use, negligence and/or accident. The 
warranty does not cover stains and deterioration caused in the fabrics by clothing dyes. 

8. PRODUCT MODIFICATION AND CANCELLATIONS

 MUEBLES JOVICAL S.L. reserves the right to modify your products for the purpose of improving their quality, safety or aesthetics, provided the 
product’s fundamental characteristics are not modi�ed. MUEBLES JOVICAL S.L. reserves the right to cancel any product from the catalogue 
without prior notice. 

9. PRODUCT CLAIMS AND CANCELLATIONS 

The buyer shall indicate their dissent, should there be any, regarding the merchandise within two working days of its reception through a written 
noti�cation addressed to JOVICAL, specifying the reasons for the dissent or its nature. The loss or deterioration of the merchandise occurring 
after the risk transfer to the buyer shall not release said buyer from their obligation to pay the agreed price. - Damage caused by transport: All 
shipments sent by JOVICAL through an agency include insurance cover for damage and loss caused by the transport. JOVICAL shall only accept 
liability when the following requirements are ful�lled: 1) The transport is paid by JOVICAL. 2) The agency has been designated by JOVICAL. 3) At 
the time of delivery, any damage or ¦aw in the packaging or any missing merchandise shall be recorded on the agency’s receipt of delivery note. 4) 
Subsequently, any damage shall be reported to JOVICAL within a maximum of 24 hours. Should these requirements not be ful�lled, JOVICAL loses 
the right to claim for damages from the transport agency and therefore the buyer’s payment for the merchandise shall be enforceable for the 
total invoice value. It is for this reason that we ask you to check the merchandise upon unloading. When transport is not chargeable to JOVICAL 
or the transport agency has been chosen by the customer, JOVICAL shall not be held liable for any possible damage occurred during transport. 
The fact of having a dispute over breakages or transport-related causes does not grant the right to withhold all of part of the invoice payment. - 
Claims for variations in the tones and in the colours of surface materials: Despite our e�orts to match the colours of the upholsteries, wood and 
other surface materials, there may be variations in colour or tone from the sample book and images. Time elapsed and ambient conditions may 
cause variations in the colour and tonality of the fabrics, wood and other materials. For this reason there may be di�erences in tone between the 
di�erent fabric or wood elements that make up the product. There may also be di�erences between products manufactured on di�erent dates. 
JOVICAL shall not accept returns of material owing to changes in tone in the fabrics, wood or other surface materials. Wood may contain knots 
or grain in di�erent tonalities, preventing it from being entirely homogeneous. This may lead to variations from one piece to another. - Claims 
relating to leather-upholstered items: Leather is a natural raw material. For this reason, the surface may not be uniform or may show marks and 
striations inherent to this material. Through use, leather may eventually show wrinkles owing to its natural elasticity. No returns for such reasons 
shall be accepted. - Items upholstered in fabrics, synthetic leather or natural leather in a white colour or in light colours: Items upholstered in light 
colours, especially white, make all types of stains more visible. On occasion it may be impossible to remove them, mainly owing to the dyes used in 
tinting garments. Given the impossibility of cleaning them, JOVICAL shall not accept any liability for these kinds of stains. - Weights and measures: 
The weights and measures re¦ected in the price list may contain misprints or may be modi�ed by JOVICAL without prior notice owing to manu-
facturing improvements. Please always consult the sales department whenever such data are important. No returns shall be accepted for this 
reason. - Rusting in metallic structures: All our products are suitable for non-damp interior use only. JOVICAL shall not be held responsible for any 
premature deterioration of metallic structures in outdoor installations or those subject to extreme saline environments. - Pads and castors: For all 
our models we have di�erent pads and castors available that can be adapted to all types of ¦ooring. JOVICAL shall not be held responsible for any 
damage caused to ¦oors. It is the customer’s responsibility to choose the most suitable ones for each use. WARNINGS In no case shall returns be 
accepted without prior authorisation by JOVICAL. Any returned materials shall be properly packaged and the returns shall be made through the 
agency designated by JOVICAL. The company does not accept responsibility for any merchandise returned at the customer’s expense and risk. 
JOVICAL shall replace or repair non-conforming products, bearing the costs and without any other liability. JOVICAL assumes no liability for com-
mercial and/or other kinds of losses that may result from any defect in the product. Special items: No returns, cancellations or changes in orders of 
special items shall be accepted. JOVICAL is extraneous to any con¦ict or dispute between the customer and the end user and/or buyer or owner. 

10. CONFLICT RESOLUTION AND DETERMINATION OF APPLICABLE LAW. 

In the event of discrepancies in regard to the validity, execution or interpretation of this Agreement, the parties undertake to resolve them 
amicably. However, should the parties not reach an agreement through negotiation, the intervening parties agree that any dispute, discrepancy, 
issue or claim resulting from the execution or interpretation of this Agreement or relating to it directly or indirectly shall be de�nitively resolved 
through arbitration within the framework of the Arbitration Court of Alicante (Spain), based in the O�cial Chamber of Commerce, Industry and 
Navigation of Alicante (Spain), to which the administration of the arbitration and the designation of the arbitrators is entrusted in accordance 
with its Regulations and Statutes, which it shall resolve by applying Spanish law. 

11. PERSONAL DATA PROTECTION 

JOVICAL, in compliance with Act 34/2002 of 11 July on services of the information society and electronic commerce (LSSICE) and of Organic Law 
15/1999 of 13 December on Personal Data Protection (LOPD), informs you that your personal data shall be included in �les owned by JOVICAL, 
whose purpose is the management of suppliers and customers, the provision of the contracted services, commercial follow-up of customers and 
other commercial communication actions. Such personal data may be transferred by JOVICAL to third parties only and exclusively in the event of 
having to attend to a claim derived from the violation of industrial and intellectual property rights by the buyer. To exercise your rights to access, 
recti�cation, cancellation and opposition covered by the Law, you may address an email to JOVICAL at INFO@SENIORCARE.ES. 



12. LANGUAGE 

The full text of these General Conditions of Sale, together with any documentation derived from it, have been established in the English langua-
ge; they may be translated to other language/s although, in any event, the version in the English language shall be instituted as the o�cial and 
overriding version for its interpretation. 

13. MAINTENANCE OF MATERIALS UPHOLSTERY FABRICS 

In its catalogue, JOVICAL o�ers a broad range of upholsteries produced by top-level companies. The maintenance, cleaning recommendations and 
technical data for each one of these fabrics are indicated in the JOVICAL fabric sample book. *** Important notice: JOVICAL accepts no liability for 
users’ stains or transfer of garment dyes to the unit’s fabric. This may occur especially with lightcoloured fabrics. 

LEATHER We recommend cleaning with a soft sponge or cloth dampened with warm water and neutral soap. Do not soak it excessively. Dry 
thoroughly with a cloth once you have �nished cleaning. JOVICAL can supply speci�c products for cleaning upholstery leather. 

METALLIC STRUCTURES In no case may abrasive sponges, fabrics or objects be used. Cleaning may be performed in the following ways: - Clean 
the surface with a damp cloth and neutral soap. The surface should be dried after cleaning. - Clean with a solution of water and alcohol. - Clean 
with speci�c cleaning products for metallic surfaces. Limescale marks on chrome: with a 30% vinegar and water solution or with speci�c cleaning 
products for chromed surfaces. Dry thoroughly with a dry cloth when you have �nished cleaning. 

VARNISHED OR LACQUERED WOOD SURFACES In the case of stains, we recommend cleaning the surface with a damp cloth and neutral soap. 
Once �nished cleaning, we recommend that you dry the surface thoroughly with a dry cloth. Alternatively you may use speci�c cleaning products 
for wood. 

PLASTICS They should be cleaned with hot water and soap. For more information on the maintenance of these and other materials, please con-
tact JOVICAL.   
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Muebles JOVICAL es una empresa certi�cada 
según Normativa ISO 9001.
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height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

111 62 68 45 65

CÓDIGO

UNN0003MB

Butaca UNNA + orejero

UNNA
Unna is a simple, functional and hardy collection with an appealing design 
based on clean lines. The collection stands out in all areas making them wel-
coming.
USE
Holding area, dining room, rest area
STRUCTURE
The frame is made with top-quality solid beech wood up to 50mm x 30mm 
with smoothed corners in its entire perimeter to ensure user’s safety. The 
armrests are up to 50mm x 20mm ahead for user’s comfort. The varnish is 
made with polyurethane lacquer in a triple-coat process.
SEAT
The body is made with an inner particle board compacted or wooden grid 
(depending on version) and covered with high density and resilience polyu-
rethane foam. The structure is �xed in four points.
BACKREST
Wooden grid with ergonomic design for a perfect adjustment to the user’s back. 
Inner backrest covered with high density and resilience polyurethane foam.

MECHANISM
The movement is made by a mechanism with a gas-lift adjustment of easy 
use from seated position.
UPHOLSTERY
The collection can be upholstered in any of the waterproof vinyl fabric of 
our broad range with antimicrobial, antibacterial and antifungal protection.
COFFEE TABLES
Multipurpose auxiliary table made with top-quality beech solid wood and 
smoothed corners in its entire perimeter to ensure user’s safety. The table 
top is made of beech veneer. The varnish is made with polyurethane lacquer 
in a triple-coat process.

Increase Lacquered in white
Chairs - Armchairs: 18 €.
Sofas: 35 €.
Co�e-tables: 18 €.

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

85 62 68 45 65

G1 G2 G3

393 410 421

CÓDIGO

UNN0001MB

Butaca RB UNNA

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

111 62 68 45 65

G1 G2 G3

437 459 475

CÓDIGO

UNN0002MB

Butaca RA UNNA

* Fabric: 1,3m

G1 G2 G3

547 572 589

* Fabric: 1,7m

* Fabric: 1,9m

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

111 62 68 45 65

CÓDIGO

UNN0014MB

Butaca UNNA + orejero con Movimiento

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

111 62 68 45 65

G1 G2 G3

735 751 763

CÓDIGO

UNN0013MB

Butaca RA UNNA con Movimiento

G1 G2 G3

857 881 898

* Fabric: 1,7m

* Fabric: 1,9m
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height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

85 112 68 45 65

CÓDIGO

UNN0021MB

Sofá RB UNNA

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

111 112 68 45 65

CÓDIGO

UNN0022MB

Sofá RA UNNA

height width depth

40 110 60

CÓDIGO

UNN0024MB

Mesa de centro UNNA

height width depth

40 60 60

CÓDIGO

UNN0025MB

Mesa rincón UNNA

Madera

215

Madera

177

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

111 57 65 45 65

CÓDIGO

UNN0012MB

Sillón RA UNNA

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

85 57 65 45 65

CÓDIGO

UNN0011MB

Sillón RB UNNA G1 G2 G3

358 374 386

G1 G2 G3

404 426 441

G1 G2 G3

686 714 733

G1 G2 G3

766 800 823

* Fabric: 1,3m

* Fabric: 1,7m

* Fabric: 2,1m

* Fabric: 2,7m
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height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

115 62 68 45 65

CÓDIGO

BOR0003MB

Butaca BOREAL + orejero

BOREAL
The collection is outstanding for its level of elegance, timelessness and ver-
satility. It comprises sofas and armchairs (�xed and height-adjustable).
USE
Holding and rest area
STRUCTURE
The frame is made with top-quality solid beech wood with smoothed cor-
ners in its entire perimeter to ensure user’s safety. The armrests are ahead 
for user’s comfort. The varnish is made with polyurethane lacquer in a triple-
coat process.
SEAT
Wooden grid covered with high density and resilience polyurethane foam. 
The structure is �xed in four points.
BACKREST
Wooden grid with ergonomic design for a perfect adjustment to the user’s 
back. Inner backrest covered with high density and resilience polyurethane 
foam.

MECHANISM
The movement is made by a mechanism with a gas-lift adjustment of easy 
use from seated position.
UPHOLSTERY
The collection can be upholstered in any of the waterproof vinyl fabric of 
our broad range with antimicrobial, antibacterial and antifungal protection.

Increase Lacquered in white
Chairs - Armchairs: 18 €.
Sofas: 35 €.
Co�e-tables: 18 €.

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

85 62 68 45 65

G1 G2 G3

469 485 497

CÓDIGO

BOR0001MB

Butaca RB BOREAL

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

115 62 68 45 65

G1 G2 G3

532 553 568

CÓDIGO

BOR0002MB

Butaca RA BOREAL

* Fabric: 1,3m

G1 G2 G3

653 677 696

* Fabric: 1,7m

* Fabric: 1,9m

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

115 62 68 45 65

CÓDIGO

BOR0013MB

Butaca BOREAL + orejero con Movimiento

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

115 62 68 45 65

G1 G2 G3

850 866 879

CÓDIGO

BOR0012MB

Butaca RA BOREAL con Movimiento

G1 G2 G3

906 922 935

* Fabric: 1,7m

* Fabric: 1,9m
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height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

85 112 68 45 65

CÓDIGO

BOR0021MB

Sofá RB BOREAL

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

115 112 68 45 65

CÓDIGO

BOR0022MB

Sofá RA BOREAL

G1 G2 G3

684 711 731

G1 G2 G3

758 793 818

* Fabric: 2,1m

* Fabric: 2,7m

ARIS
The Aris collection arises from the search of pieces with a polished and ti-
meless design which combine wood and upholstery to provide warmth and 
exclusiveness to every environment.
USE
Holding area, dining room, rest area
STRUCTURE
The frame is made with top-quality solid beech wood with smoothed cor-
ners in its entire perimeter to ensure user’s safety. The varnish is made with 
polyurethane lacquer in a triple-coat process.
SEAT
Inner seat made with an inner particle board compacted and covered with 
high ¦exible density and resilience HR polyurethane foam. The structure is 
�xed in four points.

BACKREST
Wooden grid with ergonomic design for a perfect adjustment to the user’s 
back. Inner backrest covered with high ¦exible density and resilience HR 
polyurethane foam.
UPHOLSTERY
The collection can be upholstered in any of the waterproof vinyl fabric of 
our broad range with antimicrobial, antibacterial and antifungal protection.
Upholstery available in two patterns: plain upholstery or upholstery with 
horizontal seams.
Increase Lacquered in white
Chairs - Armchairs: 18 €.
Sofas: 35 €.

height width depth seat heigth

89 55 60 49

CÓDIGO

ARI0000MB

Silla ARIS

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

89 60 60 49 66

CÓDIGO

ARI0001MB

Sillón RB ARIS

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

105 60 64 49 66

CÓDIGO

ARI0002MB

Sillón RM ARIS

G1 G2 G3

272 285 295

G1 G2 G3

281 294 304

G1 G2 G3

304 322 337

* Fabric: 1,1m

* Fabric: 1,1m

* Fabric: 1,5m
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height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

89 113 60 49 66

CÓDIGO

ARI0011MB

Sofá 2 plazas ARIS RB

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

105 113 64 49 66

CÓDIGO

ARI0012MB

Sofá 2 plazas ARIS RM

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

112 113 68 49 66

CÓDIGO

ARI0013MB

Sofá 2 plazas ARIS RA

AIR000100

AIR000200

AIR000300

AIR000400

AIR000500

AIR000600

AIR000700

12

12

13

16

23

27

39

Aumento ARIS RB tapizado costuras horizontales

Aumento ARIS RM tapizado costuras horizontales

Aumento ARIS RA tapizado costuras horizontales

Aumento ARIS Sofá 2 plazas RB tapizado costuras horizontales

Aumento ARIS Sofá 2 plazas RM tapizado costuras horizontales

Aumento ARIS Sofá 2 plazas RA tapizado costuras horizontales

Aumento ARIS Sofá 3 plazas tapizado costuras horizontales

ELEMENTOS OPCIONALES Código           Descripción PVP

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

112 60 68 49 66

CÓDIGO

ARI0003MB

Sillón RA ARIS

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

105 117 64 49 66

CÓDIGO

ARI0022MB

Banco 2 plazas ARIS RM

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

105 173 64 49 66

CÓDIGO

ARI0023MB

Banco 3 plazas ARIS RM

G1 G2 G3

319 339 355

G1 G2 G3

441 463 477

G1 G2 G3

488 515 534

G1 G2 G3

511 540 560

G1 G2 G3

697 724 744

G1 G2 G3

1255 1300 1331

* Fabric: 1,7m

* Fabric: 1,7m

* Fabric: 2,1m

* Fabric: 2,3m

* Fabric: 3m

* Fabric: 4,5m
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MADISON
Madison is a collection of chairs, armchairs and sofas characterised by its versatility, 
functionality and hardiness. The collection includes several complements and acces-
sories with di�erent possibilities of backrest-height and movement regulation.
USE
Holding area, dining room, rest area and moves (traslados??)
FRAME
The frame is made with top-quality solid beech wood with smoothed corners in its 
entire perimeter to ensure user’s safety. The armrests are ahead for user’s comfort. The 
varnish is made with polyurethane lacquer in a triple-coat process.
SEAT
Inner seat made with an inner particle board compacted and covered with high ¦exible 
density and resilience HR polyurethane foam. The structure is �xed in four points.
BACKREST
Wooden grid with an ergonomic design for a perfect adjustment to the user’s back. 
Inner backrest covered with high ¦exible density and resilience HR polyurethane foam.
MECHANISMS
Madison backrest with regulation by gas: movement by a gas-lift height adjustment 
with an easy use from seated position.
Madison backrest and footrest adjustable by gas: the armchairs have two piston of gas 
that function from seated position.

Madison manual adjustment: adjustment of the back in four positions. Seat equipped 
with a mechanism that allows setting angle adjustment to user’s comfort.
TRANSIT
Transit versions are equipped with casters of 8mm diameter of high quality. Two of 
them include brakes to block the armchair when it is at rest. All versions are available 
with folding footrest to facilitate the transport of the goods.
Transit armchairs are made in �xed versions, backrest with regulation by gas, backrest 
and footrest adjustable by gas and manual adjustment.
FOOTREST
Fixed: frame made with top-quality solid beech wood with smoothed corners in its en-
tire perimeter to ensure user’s safety. The varnish is made with polyurethane lacquer 
in a triple-coat process. Support base made with an inner particle board compacted 
covered with high ¦exible density and resilience HR polyurethane foam. The structure 
is �xed in four points.
Mobile: frame made with top-quality solid beech wood with smoothed corners in its 
entire perimeter to ensure user’s safety. Base made of beech bentwood and inner seat 
covered with high ¦exible density and resilience HR polyurethane foam. The varnish 
is made with polyurethane lacquer in a triple-coat process. The structure is �xed in 
two points which allows setting angle adjustment depending on the user necessities.
ACCESSORIES
The collection can be �tted and completed with a wide range of headrest and lumbar 
support adjustable with velcro to achieve a perfect �tting. They are covered with high 
¦exible density and resilience HR polyurethane foam.
UPHOLSTERY
The collection can be upholstered in any of the waterproof vinyl fabric of our broad 
range with antimicrobial, antibacterial and antifungal protection.

height width depth seat heigth

83 49,5 59 46,5

CÓDIGO

MAD0000MB

Silla MADISON

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

83 60 60 46,5 68

CÓDIGO

MAD0001MB

Sillón RB MADISON

G1 G2 G3

237 247 265

G1 G2 G3

242 252 273

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

113 110 62 46,5 68

CÓDIGO

MAD0020MB

Sofá 2 plazas RM MADISON

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

120 110 64 46,5 68

CÓDIGO

MAD0025MB

Sofá 2 plazas RA MADISON

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

113 159 62 46,5 68

CÓDIGO

MAD0022MB

Sofá 3 plazas RM MADISON

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

113 60 62 46,5 68

CÓDIGO

MAD0005MB

Sillón RM MADISON

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

120 60 64 46,5 68

CÓDIGO

MAD0007MB

Sillón RA MADISON

G1 G2 G3

311 332 368

G1 G2 G3

316 338 377

G1 G2 G3

541 584 657

G1 G2 G3

551 597 673

G1 G2 G3

762 826 935

* Fabric: 0,85m

* Fabric: 0,85m

* Fabric: 1,7m

* Fabric: 1,8m

* Fabric: 3,4m

* Fabric: 3,6m

* Fabric: 5,1m
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height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

120 159 64 46,5 68

CÓDIGO

MAD0027MB

Sofá 3 plazas RA MADISON

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

120 60 77 49 70

CÓDIGO

MAD0008MB

Mecedora RA MADISON

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

120 62 70/113 48 68

CÓDIGO

MAD0017MB

Sillón RA MADISON respaldo reclinable gas

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

120 62 70/145 48 68

CÓDIGO

MAD0018MB

MAD0035MB

Sillón RA MADISON resp. reclinable + piecera gas

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

120 63 70/110 49 67

CÓDIGO

MAD0016MB

Sillón RA MADISON reclinable manual + reg. ass.

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

128 62 95 50 72

CÓDIGO

TRA0007MB

Sillón RA MADISON TRANSIT �jo

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

120 62 95 50 72

CÓDIGO

TRA0005MB

Sillón RM MADISON TRANSIT �jo

* Respaldo partido
incrementa 33 - 35 €

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

128 62 95/115 50 72

CÓDIGO

TRA0017MB

Sillón RA MADISON TRANSIT reclinable manual + regul. ass.

* Respaldo partido
incrementa 33 - 35 €

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

128 62 95/145 50 72

CÓDIGO

TRA0030MB

Sillón MADISON TRANSIT PLUS

G1 G2 G3

777 845 961

G1 G2 G3

359 381 425

G1 G2 G3

610 633 680

G1 G2 G3

766 794 852

1052 1080 1139

G1 G2 G3

524 547 585

G1 G2 G3

599 620 657

G1 G2 G3

603 625 664

G1 G2 G3

775 793 826

G1 G2 G3

1102 1132 1182

* Fabric: 5,4m

* Fabric: 1,8m

* Fabric: 1,8m

* Fabric: 2m

* Fabric: 1,8m

* Fabric: 1,8m

* Fabric: 1,8m

* Fabric: 1,8m

* Fabric: 2m

VERSIÓN TRANSIT
con ruedas y asas traslado

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

120 62 70/145 48 68
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height width depth

44 48 8

CÓDIGO

COM0500MB

Apoyo lateral

height width depth

20 42 10

CÓDIGO

COM0100MB

Reposacabezas básico

height width depth

16 41 17

CÓDIGO

COM0300MB

Reposacabezas orejero

complementos

height width depth

20 47 10

CÓDIGO

COM0200MB

Reposacabezas ergonómico

AUM00200 75 83 98Aumento por orejas sillón MADISON

ELEMENTOS OPCIONALES Código           Descripción G1 G2 G3

AUM00100 44 46 48Aumento por respaldo height partido MADISON

Código           Descripción G1 G2 G3

height width depth

37/46 44 39

CÓDIGO

MAD0009MB

Reposapies MADISON móvil

height width depth

38 44 39

CÓDIGO

MAD0010MB

Reposapies MADISON �jo

G1 G2 G3

196 203 213

G1 G2 G3

127 134 144

G1 G2 G3

43 48 53

G1 G2 G3

43 48 53

G1 G2 G3

51 57 65

G1 G2 G3

81 90 100

* Fabric: 0,5m

* Fabric: 0,5m

* Fabric: 0,5m

* Fabric: 0,5m

* Fabric: 0,6m

* Fabric: 0,75m
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SENTA
Senta is a polished and timeless armchair which combines wood and upholstery to pro-
vide warmth and exclusivity to every environment.
USE
Holding area, dining room, rest area
STRUCTURE
The frame is made with top-quality beech solid wood with smoothed corners in its 
entire perimeter to ensure user’s safety. The varnish is made with polyurethane lacquer 
in a triple-coat process.
SEAT
Upholstered seat: inner seat covered with high density and resilience polyurethane 
foam. The structure is �xed in four points.
Wooden seat: the seat has a concave shape and is made of beech bentwood. The var-
nish is made with polyurethane lacquer in a triple-coat process.

BACKREST
Upholstered seat: wooden grid with ergonomic design to a perfect �tting for the user’s 
back. It is covered with high ¦exible density and resilience HR polyurethane foam.
Wooden seat: it has a concave and enveloping shape and it is made of beech bentwood. 
The varnish is made with polyurethane lacquer in a triple-coat process.
UPHOLSTERY
The collection can be upholstered in any of the waterproof vinyl fabric of our broad 
range with antimicrobial, antibacterial and antifungal protection.

Increase Lacquered in white

Chairs - Armchairs: 18 €.

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

83 59 60 45 66

CÓDIGO

SEN0001MB

Sillón SENTA

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

83 59 60 45 67

Madera

259

CÓDIGO

SEN0008MB

Sillón SENTA MADERA

PILÉ
Pilé is a wooden stackable armchair that �ts in any environment for its es-
sential and neutral design.
USE
Holding area, dining room, rest area
STRUCTURE
Stackable frame made with top-quality solid beech wood with smoothed 
corners in its entire perimeter to ensure user’s safety. The varnish is made 
with polyurethane lacquer in a triple-coat process.
SEAT
The body is made with an inner particle board compacted covered with high 
density and resilience polyurethane foam. The structure is �xed in four points.

BACKREST
Wooden grid with ergonomic design for a perfect adjustment to the user’s 
back. Inner backrest covered with high ¦exible density and resilience HR po-
lyurethane foam.
UPHOLSTERY
The collection can be upholstered in any of the waterproof vinyl fabric of 
our broad range with antimicrobial, antibacterial and antifungal protection.

Increase Lacquered in white

Chairs - Armchairs: 18 €.

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

87 55 51 45 69

CÓDIGO

PIL0001MB

Sillón PILÉ Apilable

G1 G2 G3

213 225 244

G1 G2 G3

238 248 256

* Fabric: 0.9m

* Fabric: 0.9m

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

83 59 60 45 66

CÓDIGO

SEN0010MB

Sillón SENTA MADERA - Ass. Tapizado G1 G2 G3

296 302 311

* Fabric: 0.6m
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JESS
Jess is an armchair that combines wood and upholstery providing warmth 
and exclusivity to any environment due to its neutral and essential design.
USE 
Holding area, dining room, rest area
STRUCTURES
The structure is made with top-quality solid beech wood with smoothed 
corners in its entire perimeter to ensure user’s safety. The varnish is made 
with polyurethane lacquer in a triple-coat process.
SEAT
The body is made with an inner particle board compacted covered with high 
density and resilience polyurethane foam. The structure is �xed in four 
points.

BACKREST
Wooden grid with ergonomic design for a perfect adjustment to the user’s 
back. Inner backrest covered with high ¦exible density and resilience HR po-
lyurethane foam.
UPHOLSTERY
The collection can be upholstered in any of the waterproof vinyl fabric of 
our broad range with antimicrobial, antibacterial and antifungal protection.

Increase Lacquered in white

Chairs - Armchairs: 18 €.

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

89 59 65 46 66

CÓDIGO

JES0001MB

Sillón JESS G1 G2 G3

286 306 339

Lester is a hardy and functional armchair that matches perfectly with envi-
ronments of intensive use.
USE
Holding area, dining room, rest area
STRUCTURE
Ø 30mm steel tube frame. The legs have a total vertical position to avoid 
tumbles. 
Finish: epoxy aluminium paint. 
Polypropylene glides for ¦oor protection are included.
SEAT
Inner seat made with an inner particle board compacted covered with high ¦exible 
density and resilience HR polyurethane foam. The structure is �xed in four points.

BACKREST
Wooden grid with ergonomic design for a perfect adjustment to the user’s 
back. Inner backrest covered with high ¦exible density and resilience HR po-
lyurethane foam.
UPHOLSTERY
The collection can be upholstered in any of the waterproof vinyl fabric of 
our broad range with antimicrobial, antibacterial and antifungal protection.

height width depth seat heigth

85 54 57 45

CÓDIGO

LES0000MB

Silla LESTER

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

85 55 57 45 65

CÓDIGO

LES0001MB

Sillón LESTER

LESTER

G1 G2 G3

195 207 226

G1 G2 G3

207 218 238

* Fabric: 0,80m

* Fabric: 0,9m

* Fabric: 0,9m
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RODAS
Rodas is a collection of highly resistant sofas designed for intensive use environ-
ments. The collection o�ers a wide range of armchairs, sofas and a large number of 
accessories. All of them have di�erent possibilities in seat height and movement ad-
justments.
USE
Holding area, dining room, rest area
STRUCTURE
Ø 60x20mm steel tube frame with smoothed corners in its entire perimeter to ensure 
user’s safety. 
Finish: epoxy aluminium paint. 
Polypropylene glides for ¦oor protection are included.
SEAT
Inner seat made with a particle board compacted covered with high ¦exible density and 
resilience HR polyurethane foam. The structure is �xed in four points.

BACKREST
Wooden grid with ergonomic design for a perfect adjustment to the user’s back. Inner 
backrest covered with high ¦exible density and resilience HR polyurethane foam.
MECHANISM
Madison backrest with gas adjustment: movement by a gas-lift height adjustment of 
easy use from seated position.
Madison backrest and footrest adjustable by gas: the armchairs have two piston of gas 
that function from seated position which allows the recline of the seat and backrest 
independently.
TRANSIT
Transit versions are equipped with casters of 8mm diameter of high quality. Two of 
them include brakes to block the armchair when it is at rest. All versions are available 
with folding footrest to facilitate the transport of the goods.

CÓDIGO

ROD0001AL

Sillón RODAS �jo RB height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

80 59 60 46,5 65

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

105 59 62 46,5 65

* Fabric: 1,7m

CÓDIGO

ROD0005AL

Sillón RODAS �jo RM

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

115 59 64 46,5 65

CÓDIGO

ROD0007AL

Sillón RODAS �jo RA

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

115 60 70/113 46,5 65

CÓDIGO

ROD0017AL

Sillón RODAS reclinable RA

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

110 59 95 48 68

CÓDIGO

ROD0025AL

Sillón RODAS TRANSIT �jo RM

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

115 60 70/145 46,5 65

CÓDIGO

ROD0018AL

ROD0035AL

Sillón RODAS reclinable + piecera RA

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

105 85 64 46,5 65

CÓDIGO

ROD0008AL

Sillón RODAS XL  �jo RM

G1 G2 G3

295 306 324

G1 G2 G3

351 372 410

G1 G2 G3

356 378 419

G1 G2 G3

550 590 631

G1 G2 G3

696 719 758

G1 G2 G3

849 878 927

1091 1119 1169

G1 G2 G3

556 586 608

* Fabric: 0,85m

* Fabric: 1,8m

* Fabric: 2,8m

* Fabric: 1,8m

* Fabric: 2m

* Fabric: 1,7m

VERSIÓN TRANSIT
con ruedas y asas traslado

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

115 60 70/145 46,5 65
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height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

118 59 95 48 68

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

118 59 95/145 48 68

CÓDIGO

ROD0027AL

Sillón RODAS TRANSIT �jo RA

CÓDIGO

ROD0030AL

Sillón RODAS TRANSIT regulable gas RA

AUM00100

AUM00200
44

75

46

83

Aumento por respaldo height partido RODAS

Aumento por orejas sillón RODAS

ELEMENTOS OPCIONALES Código           Descripción G1 G2

G1 G2 G3

581 603 642

G1 G2 G3

772 794 832

48

95

G3

NOA is a functional collection of contemporary, versatile chairs for use in 
o�ces, public spaces and the home. The collection comprises two types: 
the �xed chair and the chair with fold-away writing-arm. Both types are 
stackable.
BACKREST / SEAT
Recycled plastic resin interior (Syntrewood). Covered in high-density polyu-
rethane foam. Can be upholstered in any of the fabrics from groups of our 
fabric collection

METAL STRUCTURE
Elliptical and round tubular steel �nished in black, aluminium or chrome.

OBSERVATIONS
Chairs are stackable and come with a plastic connecting device to join the 
chairs together in rows.

CÓDIGO

Cromo SAN0001CR

Aluminio SAN0001AL

Sillón SAND

SAND

G1 G2 G3

244 261 289

221 238 270

height width depth seat heigth

81 55 54 45

CÓDIGO

Blanco MIN0001BL

Negro MIN0001NG

Aluminio MIN0001AL

Silla MINT

MINT

129

129

129

SEAT AND BACKREST
With an ergonomic shape, made of recyclable polypropylene with matt an-
tislip
textured surface in black, white, grey, red and moka. Other colours can be

produced for more than 300 units orders (please ask for times and prices).
Seats can be upholstered with any of the fabrics and leathers from our
swatch cards or with fabric supplied by the customer.
STRUCTURE
Made of 22mm steel tube �nished with polyester paint in grey, black, white
or chromed.
ARMS
Made of polyamide, same colour as seat and backrest.

CÓDIGO

Blanco MIN0003BL

Negro MIN0003NG

Aluminio MIN0003AL

Sillón MINT

157

157

157

* Fabric: 1,8m

* Fabric: 1,8m

* Fabric: 1,30m

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

86 55 44 45 66

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

81 57 54 45 66

MIN0010TA 39 47Aumento Ass. TAPIZADO

G1 G2

62

G3
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Stackable and multipurpose chair for use it in collective facilities. Its unique 
concept promotes easy stacking. 
USE
It �ts in all kind of collective facilities.
STRUCTURE
Ø 18mm steel tube frame with smoothed corners in its entire perimeter to 
ensure user’s safety. 
Finishes: available in epoxy paint in aluminium, black, white and chrome. 
Polypropylene glides for ¦oor protection are included.

SEAT AND BACKREST
100 % recyclable polypropylene seat shell with anatomical shape.  Anti-slip 
surface easy to clean. The seat shell complies with the UNI 8597 regula-
tions.
Finish: aluminium, black or white colour.

height width depth seat heigth

80 48 50 45

CÓDIGO

Blanco HIS0001BL

Negro HIS0001NG

Aluminio HIS0001AL

Cromo HIS0001CR

Silla HIGH SCHOOL

HIGH SCHOOL

66

66

66

73

Lip is a collection of one and two seater armchairs with an appealing design based on 
clean lines that stand out into all kinds of settings making them welcoming.
USE
Holding and rest area
SEAT AND BACKREST
Solid wood inner structure with elastic belts for seat and back suspension.
Foam: High ¦exible density and resilience HR polyurethane foam. The structure is �xed 
in four points.

ARMS
Inner structure made of solid wood covered with high ¦exible density and resilience 
HR polyurethane foam. 
LEGS
Finish: made of solid wood and varnished in any of the colours of our swatch book and 
also in any colour speci�ed by the customer.
UPHOLSTERY
The collection can be upholstered in any of the waterproof vinyl fabric of our broad 
range with antimicrobial, antibacterial and antifungal protection.

LIP

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

70 70 70 46 63

CÓDIGO

LIP0001TA

Sillón LIP 1 plaza

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

70 125 70 46 63

CÓDIGO

LIP0005TA

Sofá LIP 2 plazas

G1 G2 G3

434 478 510

G1 G2 G3

595 653 693

Duncan is a collection of one and two seater armchairs with a functional and comforta-
ble design. The collection meets the needs of rest areas due to its dimensions.
USE
Reception area, holding and rest area
SEAT AND BACKREST
Solid wood inner structure with elastic belts for seat and back suspension.
Foam: high ¦exible density and resilience HR polyurethane foam. The structure is �xed 
in four points.

ARMS
Upholstered arms: inner structure made of solid wood covered with high ¦exible densi-
ty and resilience HR polyurethane foam. 
Wooden arms: available in varnished beech veneer with the possibility to varnish them 
in any of the colours of our swatch book.
LEGS
Finish: made of solid wood and varnished in any of the colours of our swatch book and 
also in any colour speci�ed by the customer.
UPHOLSTERY
The collection can be upholstered in any of the waterproof vinyl fabric of our broad 
range with antimicrobial, antibacterial and antifungal protection.

DUNCAN

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

105 70 75 46 63

CÓDIGO

DUN0001TA

Butaca DUNCAN 1 plaza brazo tapizado G1 G2 G3

459 511 549

* Fabric: 3,5m

* Fabric: 4,5m

* Fabric: 4m
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height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

105 70 75 46 63

CÓDIGO

DUN0003TA

Butaca DUNCAN 1 plaza brazo madera

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

105 130 75 46 63

CÓDIGO

DUN0005TA

Sofá DUNCAN 2 plazas brazo tapizado

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

105 130 75 46 63

CÓDIGO

DUN0007TA

Sofá DUNCAN 2 plazas brazo tapizado

G1 G2 G3

476 506 528

G1 G2 G3

624 688 735

G1 G2 G3

647 693 725

PANDORA

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

79 65 70 44 63

CÓDIGO

PAN0001TA

Sillón PANDORA 1 plaza

Collection of one, two and three seater armchairs with an attractive and comfortable 
design based on clean lines. 
USE
Reception area, holding and rest area
SEAT AND BACKREST
Solid wood inner structure with elastic belts for seat and back suspension.
Foam: high ¦exible density and resilience HR polyurethane foam. The structure is �xed 
in four points.

ARMS
Inner structure made of solid wood covered with high ¦exible density and resilience 
HR polyurethane foam.
LEGS
Finish: made of solid wood and varnished in any of the colours of our swatch book and 
also in any colour speci�ed by the customer.
UPHOLSTERY
The collection can be upholstered in any of the waterproof vinyl fabric of our broad 
range with antimicrobial, antibacterial and antifungal protection.

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

79 116 70 44 63

CÓDIGO

PAN0002TA

Sofá PANDORA 2 plazas

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

79 157 70 44 63

CÓDIGO

PAN0003TA

Sofá PANDORA 3 plazas

G1 G2 G3

424 465 494

G1 G2 G3

619 673 712

G1 G2 G3

811 879 928

* Fabric: 2,3m

* Fabric: 5m

* Fabric: 3,5m

* Fabric: 3m

* Fabric: 4m

* Fabric: 5m

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

105 190 75 46 63

CÓDIGO

DUN0009TA

Sofá DUNCAN 3 plazas brazo tapizado

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

105 190 75 46 63

CÓDIGO

DUN0011TA

Sofá DUNCAN 3 plazas brazo tapizado

G1 G2 G3

820 906 956

G1 G2 G3

845 904 946

* Fabric: 6,5m

* Fabric: 5m
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The collection Geko contains one seater armchair of straight lines 
that can be use in any kind of setting.
USE 
Reception area, holding and rest area
SEAT AND BACKREST
Solid wood inner structure with elastic belts for seat and back sus-
pension. Inner seat of compact board covered with high ¦exible den-
sity and resilience HR polyurethane foam. The structure is �xed in 
four points.

ARMS
Inner structure made of solid wood covered high ¦exible density and resi-
lience HR polyurethane foam. 
LEGS
Finish: base made of solid beech wood and it can be varnished in any of the 
colours of our swatch book and also in any colour speci�ed by the customer.
UPHOLSTERY
The collection can be upholstered in any of the waterproof vinyl fabric of 
our broad range with antimicrobial, antibacterial and antifungal protection.

GEKO

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

84 55 58 50 65

CÓDIGO

GEK0001TA

Butaca GEKO G1 G2 G3

320 337 480

Dai is a one seater armchair of sinuous and clean lines that �ts easily in any 
kind of environment.
USE 
Reception area, holding and rest area
SEAT AND BACKREST
Solid wood inner structure with elastic belts for seat and back suspension. 
Inner seat of compact board covered with high ¦exible density and resilien-
ce HR polyurethane foam. The structure is �xed in four points.
ARMS

Inner structure made of solid wood covered high ¦exible density and resi-
lience HR polyurethane foam. 
LEGS
Finish: made of solid wood varnished available in any of the colours of our 
swatch book and also in any colour speci�ed by the customer.
UPHOLSTERY
The collection can be upholstered in any of the waterproof vinyl fabric of 
our broad range with antimicrobial, antibacterial and antifungal protection.

DAI

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

77 60 65 46 63

CÓDIGO

DAI0001TA

Butaca DAI

Liu is a collection of chairs and armchairs which combines in perfect balan-
ce wood and upholstered elements.
USE 
Holding area, dining room, rest area
SEAT AND BACKREST
Solid wood inner structure with elastic belts for seat and back suspension. 
Inner seat of compact board covered with high ¦exible density and resi-
lience HR polyurethane foam. The structure is �xed in four points.
ARMS

Inner structure made of solid wood covered with with high ¦exible density 
and resilience HR polyurethane foam. 
LEGS
The base is manufactured from solid beech wood coated in any of the co-
lours of our swatch book and also in any colour speci�ed by the customer.
UPHOLSTERY
The collection can be upholstered in any of the waterproof vinyl fabric of 
our broad range with antimicrobial, antibacterial and antifungal protection.

LIU

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

97 47 56 48

CÓDIGO

LIU0001TA

Silla LIU

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

85 55 58 48 70

CÓDIGO

LIU0005TA

Sillón LIU

G1 G2 G3

332 352 367

G1 G2 G3

200 209 217

G1 G2 G3

325 343 356

* Fabric: 1,3m

* Fabric: 1,6m

* Fabric: 0,90m

* Fabric: 1,4m

ROME

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

113 68 83 46 62

CÓDIGO

ROM00001TA

Sillón Orejero �jo ROME

Use
Waiting area, rest, relaxation and rooms.

Upholstery
To choose from our wide range of waterproof vinyl fabrics with antimicro-
bial, antibacterial and antifungal protection.

Ass. and backup
Ergonomically shaped wooden skeleton for a perfect adaptation to the 
user’s back. Covered with soft polyurethane foam.

G1 G2 G3

480 523 554

* Fabric: 3,3m
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WAIT

ESTELA

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

84 63 64 45 66

CÓDIGO

WAI0001TA

Butaca WAIT 2 ext.

height width depth

60 48 64

CÓDIGO

WAI0002TA

Carcasa WAIT

height width depth

66 6 62

CÓDIGO

WAI0000TA

Brazo WAIIT

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

95 79 70 45 63

CÓDIGO

EST0001TA

Sillón ESTELA

Wait is a multipurpose seating collection with modular armchairs 
that has the possibility to form benches. 
USE 
Reception area, holding and rest area
SEAT AND BACKREST
Solid wood inner structure with elastic belts for seat and back sus-
pension. Inner seat of compact board covered with with high ¦exi-

Wing chair of one seat based on a classical design and with enveloping contours. It is 
available with footrest for the user’s comfort.
USE 
Holding and rest area
SEAT AND BACKREST
Solid wood inner structure covered with high ¦exible density and resilience HR polyu-

ble density and resilience HR polyurethane foam. The structure is �xed in four points.
ARMS
Inner structure made of solid wood covered with high ¦exible density and resilience 
HR polyurethane foam. 
UPHOLSTERY
The collection can be upholstered in any of the waterproof vinyl fabric of our broad 
range with antimicrobial, antibacterial and antifungal protection.

rethane foam. Seat cushion with removable cover.
ARMS Inner structure made of solid wood covered with high ¦exible density and res-
ilience HR polyurethane foam. 
LEGS The base is manufactured from solid beech wood coated in any of the colours of 
our swatch book and also in any colour speci�ed by the customer.
UPHOLSTERY
The collection can be upholstered in any of the waterproof vinyl fabric of our broad 
range with antimicrobial, antibacterial and antifungal protection.

G1 G2 G3

455 494 571

G1 G2 G3

256 273 309

G1 G2 G3

100 111 130

G1 G2 G3

455 490 502

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

95 79 70 45 63

CÓDIGO

EST0002TA

Mecedora ESTELA G1 G2 G3

475 525 560

height width depth

38 45 50

CÓDIGO

EST0003TA

Piecera ESTELA G1 G2 G3

163 176 199

* Fabric: 2,8m

* Fabric: 1,3m

* Fabric: 0,75m

* Fabric: 4m

* Fabric: 4m

* Fabric: 1m

MADISON Relax

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

113 68 80/175 46 62

CÓDIGO

MAD0050TA

Sillón MADISON RELAX

Use Rest room.
Upholstery Choose from our wide range of waterproof vinyl fabrics with 
antimicrobial, antibacterial and antifungal protection.
Seat and backrest
Internal structure in solid wood, with suspension system of the seat and 

backrest by means of elastic straps of great durability. Backrest with ear 
protectors for a perfect �t. High density ¦exible polyurethane foam cover 
and HR resilience.
Mechanisms
Manual relax mechanism: allows the user to manually adjust the coordinated 
inclination of the backrest and headrest.

G1 G2 G3

840 871 926

* Fabric: 3 m
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NEPAL

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

113 68 83/170 46 62

CÓDIGO

NEP00011TA

Sillón NEPAL relax brazo tapizado

NEPAL is a collection of ergonomic armchairs with a timeless design and clean lines. It is available in 
its �xed and relaxed version, manual and monitoring system.
USE Rest area
SEAT AND BACKREST Solid wood inner structure with elastic belts for seat and back suspension, 
highly durable. Foam: High ¦exible density and resilience HR polyurethane foam. 
ARMS Upholstered arms: inner structure made of solid wood covered with high ¦exible density and 
resilience HR polyurethane foam. A varnished beech veneer is available in any colour of our swatch 
book as an option.
Optionally, the upholstered arms could be raised to facilitate the user’s lateral transfer.
Wooden arms: available in varnished beech veneer with the possibility to varnish them in any of the 
colours of our swatch book.  

LEGS Finish: made of solid wood and varnished in any of the colours of our swatch book and also in 
any colour speci�ed by the customer.
MECHANISM Manual relax mechanism: it allows the inclination coordinated of backrest and footrest. 
A lever is available upon request to facilitate the opening of the armchair.
Monitoring relax mechanism: the inclination adjustment is controlled by a control (powered by electric 
current). In the opening, by pressing the bottom, the movement can be completed until the relaxed 
position or it can be interrupted in any intermediary position. Once closed, it returns to the seated 
position. Monitoring relax mechanism + sit up: the inclination adjustment is controlled by a control 
(powered by electric current).
In the opening, by pressing the bottom, the movement can be completed until the relaxed position 
or it can be interrupted in any intermediary position. Once closed, it returns to the seated position.
TRANSIT Transit versions are equipped with carrying handle and casters of 10mm diameter of high 
quality. Two of them include brakes to block the armchair when it is at rest.
UPHOLSTERY The collection can be upholstered in any of the waterproof vinyl fabric of our broad 
range with antimicrobial, antibacterial and antifungal protection.

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

113 68 83 46 62

CÓDIGO

NEP00002TA

Sillón NEPAL �jo brazo tapizado

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

113 67 85/170 46 62

CÓDIGO

NEP00016TA

Sillón NEPAL relax brazo madera

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

113 67 85 46 62

CÓDIGO

NEP00018TA

Sillón NEPAL �jo brazo madera

height width depth seat heigth arm heigthCÓDIGO

NEP00099TA

Jugo embellecedor madera

G1 G2 G3

685 745 848

G1 G2 G3

628 688 790

G1 G2 G3

659 697 759

G1 G2 G3

603 640 703

81

* Fabric: 4,7 m

* Fabric: 4,7 m

* Fabric: 2,9 m

* Fabric: 2,9 m

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

113 68 83/170 46 62

CÓDIGO

NEP0014TA

Sillón NEPAL relax br. tapiz. motor G1 G2 G3

922 982 1084

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

113 68 83/170 46 62

CÓDIGO

NEP0030TA

Sillón NEPAL relax br. tapiZ. motor+reincor. posic. ZERO G1 G2 G3

1122 1182 1284

* Fabric: 4,7 m

* Fabric: 4,7 m

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

113 68 83/170 46 62

CÓDIGO

NEP00020TA

Sillón NEPAL relax brazo tapiz. posición ZERO G1 G2 G3

776 836 939

* Fabric: 4,7 m
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CÓDIGO

NEP0010TA 191

CÓDIGO

NEP0110TA

Aumento opción Sillón Traslado

155

LINA
Wing chair of small dimensions, ideal for extended sitting. It is available in its �xed and relax version, 
in manual and monitoring system.
USE  Rest area
SEAT AND BACKREST Solid wood inner structure covered with elastic belts for seat and back sus-
pension of high durability. Covered with high ¦exible density and resilience HR polyurethane foam. 
Wing backrest for a perfect adjustment. 
ARMS Inner structure made of solid wood covered with high ¦exible density and resilience HR po-
lyurethane foam. 
MECHANISM Manual relax mechanism: it allows the inclination of backrest and footrest. A lever is 

available upon request for the armchair’s opening.
Monitoring relax mechanism: the inclination adjustment is controlled by a control (powered by electric 
current). In the opening, by pressing the bottom, the movement can be completed until the relaxed 
position or it can be interrupted in any intermediary position. Once closed, it returns to the seated 
position. Monitoring relax mechanism + sit up: the inclination adjustment is controlled by a control 
(powered by electric current).
In the opening, by pressing the bottom, the movement can be completed until the relaxed position 
or it can be interrupted in any intermediary position. Once closed, it returns to the seated position.
TRANSIT Transit versions are equipped with carrying handle and casters of 10mm diameter of high 
quality. Two of them include brakes to block the armchair when it is at rest.
UPHOLSTERY The collection can be upholstered in any of the waterproof vinyl fabric of our broad 
range with antimicrobial, antibacterial and antifungal protection.

Sillón relax LINA Manual height width depth depth abierto seat heigth arm heigth

112 70 82 170 46 62

CÓDIGO

LIN0011TA

Sillón �jo LINA height width depth depth abierto seat heigth arm heigth

112 70 82 170 46 62

CÓDIGO

LIN0002TA

Sillón relax LINA Motorizado height width depth depth abierto seat heigth arm heigth

112 70 82 170 46 62

CÓDIGO

LIN0013TA

Aumento opción sillón traslado CÓDIGO

LIN0110TA

G1 G2 G3

685 745 848

G1 G2 G3

621 679 776

G1 G2 G3

943 1002 1105

155

* Fabric: 4,7 m

* Fabric: 4,7 m

* Fabric: 4,7 m

CÓDIGO

NEP0120TA

Aumento Manta contínua

69 77 83

Aumento opción brazo elevable

Sillón relax LINA Manual Posic. ZERO height width depth depth abierto seat heigth arm heigth

112 70 82 170 46 62

CÓDIGO

LIN0020TA

G1 G2 G3

776 836 939

* Fabric: 4,7 m

Sillón relax LINA Motorizado+Reincorp.Posic. ZERO height width depth depth abierto seat heigth arm heigth

112 70 82 170 46 62

CÓDIGO

LIN0030TA

G1 G2 G3

1122 1182 1284

* Fabric: 4,7 m
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NEW CLOE

Sillón relax CLOE ass. contínuo height width depth depth abierto seat heigth arm heigth

108 74 95 170 46 62

CÓDIGO

CLO0011TA

Wing chair of embracing curves and classical design, ideal for extended sitting.
USE 
Rest area
SEAT AND BACKREST
Inner structure made of solid wood, covered with elastic belts for seat and back sus-
pension and with high ¦exible density and resilience HR polyurethane foam. Wing bac-
krest for a perfect adjustment. 

ARMS
Inner structure made of solid wood covered with high ¦exible density and resilience 
HR polyurethane foam.
LEGS
Finish: made of solid wood and varnished in any of the colours of our swatch book and 
also in any colour speci�ed by the customer.

MECHANISM
Manual relax mechanism: it allows regulating the inclination of backrest and footrest. A 
lever is available upon request to facilitate the opening of the armchair.
UPHOLSTERY
The collection can be upholstered in any of the waterproof vinyl fabric of our broad 
range with antimicrobial, antibacterial and antifungal protection.

MEGAN
Megan is a relaxed wing chair, ideal for calm and rest. It is available in its �xed and relax 
version.
USE 
Rest area
SEAT AND BACKREST
Solid wood inner structure covered with elastic belts for seat and back suspension, 
highly durable and covered with high ¦exible density and resilience HR polyurethane 
foam. Wing backrest for a perfect adjustment. 

ARMS
Inner structure made of solid wood covered with high ¦exible density and resilience 
HR polyurethane foam.
LEGS
Made of solid wood varnished in any of the colours of our swatch book and also in any 
colour speci�ed by the customer.
MECHANISM
Manual relax mechanism: it allows the coordinated inclination of backrest and footrest. 
A lever is available upon request to facilitate the opening of the armchair.
UPHOLSTERY
The collection can be upholstered in any of the waterproof vinyl fabric of our broad 
range with antimicrobial, antibacterial and antifungal protection.

Sillón relax MEGAN ass. contínuo height width depth depth abierto seat heigth arm heigth

100 80 86 170 47 66

CÓDIGO

MEG0011TA

Sillón �jo MEGAN height width depth depth abierto seat heigth arm heigth

100 80 86 170 47 66

CÓDIGO

MEG0002TA

G1 G2 G3

706 766 887

G1 G2 G3

650 710 829

G1 G2 G3

706 758 878

* Fabric: 4,7 m

* Fabric: 4,7 m

MEGAN aumento opción TRASLADO CÓDIGO

MEG0011TA 155

* Fabric: 4,7 m

Sillón relax CLOE posición ZERO height width depth depth abierto seat heigth arm heigth

108 74 95 170 46 62

CÓDIGO

CLO0020TA

G1 G2 G3

797 849 969

* Fabric: 4,7 m

Sillón relax CLOE motor+reincorp.+posición ZERO height width depth depth abierto seat heigth arm heigth

108 74 95 170 46 62

CÓDIGO

CLO0030TA

G1 G2 G3

1143 1195 1314

* Fabric: 4,7 m
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COVER
Cover relaxed armchair is the perfect choice for those who want the maximum comfort 
along with the ease of use. Manual or monitoring by control reclining, it allows the 
elevation and contains a height adjustable headrest.  Cover is the ideal complement for 
any rest or hall area. 
USE 
Rest area
SEAT AND BACKREST
Solid wood inner structure covered with elastic belts for seat and back suspension and 
covered with high ¦exible density and resilience HR polyurethane foam. Height adjus-
table headrest. 

ARMS
Inner structure made of solid wood covered with high ¦exible density and resilience 
HR polyurethane foam.
MECHANISM
Manual relax mechanism: it allows the coordinated inclination of backrest and footrest. 
Unblocking by side level.
Monitoring relax mechanism: the inclination adjustment is controlled by a control 
(powered by electric current).
In the opening, by pressing the bottom, the movement can be completed until the 
relaxed position or it can be interrupted in any intermediary position. Once closed, it 
returns to the seated position.
Monitoring relax mechanism + sit up: the inclination adjustment is controlled by a con-
trol (powered by electric current).
In the opening, by pressing the bottom, the movement can be completed until the 
relaxed position or it can be interrupted in any intermediary position. Once closed, it 
returns to the seated position.
UPHOLSTERY
The collection can be upholstered in any of the waterproof vinyl fabric of our broad 
range with antimicrobial, antibacterial and antifungal protection.

height width depth depth abierto seat heigth arm heigth

100 80 95 170 46 63

100 80 95 170 46 63

100 80 95 170 46 63

Sillón relax COVER

Motorizado

Motorizado + reincorporación

Doble motor + reincorporación

VANIA
Vania is an armchair of embracing curves and maximum comfort. Manual or monitoring 
reclining by remote control, it allows the elevation on its advanced version. Vania is the 
ideal complement for any rest or hall area.
USE 
Rest area
SEAT AND BACKREST
Solid wood inner structure covered with elastic belts for seat and back suspension and 
covered with high ¦exible density and resilience HR polyurethane foam. Wing backrest 
for a perfect adjustment.
ARMS
Inner structure made of solid wood covered with high ¦exible density and resilience 
HR polyurethane foam.

MECHANISM
Manual relax mechanism: it allows the coordinated inclination of backrest and footrest. 
Unblocking by side level.
Monitoring relax mechanism: the inclination adjustment is controlled by a control 
(powered by electric current).
In the opening, by pressing the bottom, the movement can be completed until the 
relaxed position or it can be interrupted in any intermediary position. Once closed, it 
returns to the seated position.
Monitoring relax mechanism + sit up: the inclination adjustment is controlled by a con-
trol (powered by electric current).
In the opening, by pressing the bottom, the movement can be completed until the 
relaxed position or it can be interrupted in any intermediary position. Once closed, it 
returns to the seated position.
UPHOLSTERY
The collection can be upholstered in any of the waterproof vinyl fabric of our broad 
range with antimicrobial, antibacterial and antifungal protection.

height width depth depth abierto seat heigth arm heigth

110 78 85 170 49 55

110 78 85 170 49 55

110 78 85 170 49 55

110 78 85 170 49 55

Sillón relax VANIA ass. contínuo

Manual

Motorizado

Motorizado + reincorporación

Doble motor + reincorporación

G1 G2 G3

1018 1073 1182

1171 1232 1320

1323 1378   1473

G1 G2 G3

888 958 1078

1079 1149 1269

1231 1301 1422

1385 1455   1574

* Fabric: 5,5 m

* Fabric: 5,5 m

CÓDIGO

COV0005TA

COV0007TA

COV0008TA

CÓDIGO

VAN0011TA

VAN0015TA

VAN0017TA

VAN0018TA
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COMPÁS Use: COMPÁS is a collection of upholstered armchairs and sofas with steel arms and legs. The armchairs can integrate 
arms on the right and on the left, which allows a multitude of combinations.
Sofa body: Solid wood structure with elastic strap suspension system.
Inside ¦exible polyurethane foams with high HR resilience and di�erent densities.
UPHOLSTERY Choose from our wide range of waterproof vinyl fabrics with antimicrobial, antibacterial and antifungal 
protection.

height width depth seat heigth

74

74

61

61

74

74

47

47

CÓDIGO

COM0000AL

COM0000CR

COMPAS Butaca sin ext. aluminio

SAI The essential and elegant design make it suitable for use it in a variety of spaces 
and settings. The collection comprises armchairs of one, two and three seater 
and seating modules with or without arms.
USE  Holding and rest area
SEAT AND BACKREST Solid wood inner structure covered with elastic belts for 
seat and back suspension and covered with high ¦exible density and resilience HR 
polyurethane foam. Seat and backrest’s pillows with removable cover padded with 
top-quality micro�ber touch of down.

ARMS Inner structure made of solid wood covered with high ¦exible density 
and resilience HR polyurethane foam.
LEGS Finish: base made of solid wood and it can be varnished in any of the 
colours of our swatch book and also in any colour speci�ed by the customer.
UPHOLSTERY
The collection can be upholstered in any of the waterproof vinyl fabric of 
our broad range with antimicrobial, antibacterial and antifungal protection.

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

98 95 90 44 58

CÓDIGO

SAI0001TA

Sillón SAI 1 plaza

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

98 160 90 44 58

CÓDIGO

SAI0002TA

Sofá SAI 2 plazas

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

98 190 90 44 58

CÓDIGO

SAI0003TA

Sofá SAI 3 plazas

G1 G2 G3

452

494

501

542

534

576

G1 G2 G3

805 893 957

G1 G2 G3

1240 1348 1426

G1 G2 G3

1381 1502 1589

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

98 68 90 44

98 80 90 44 58

98 80 90 44 58

CÓDIGO

Sin ext. SAI0005TA

Brazo dcha. SAI0006TA

Brazo izda. SAI0007TA

Sofá SAI 1 plaza sin brazo / 1 brazo G1 G2 G3

589 640 676

697 767 816

697 767 816

* Fabric: 6m

* Fabric: 8m

* Fabric: 10m

* Fabric: 4,5m (sin ext.)
* Fabric: 6m (con brazo)

COMPAS Butaca sin ext. cromo

height width depth seat heigth

74

74

68

68

74

74

47

47

CÓDIGO

COM0001AL

COM0001CR

COMPAS Butaca con ext. aluminio

G1 G2 G3

553

616

601

664

634

698COMPAS Butaca con ext. cromo

height width depth seat heigth

74

74

64

64

74

74

47

47

CÓDIGO

COM00002L

COM00002R

COMPAS Butaca br derecho aluminio

G1 G2 G3

502

555

550

603

584

637COMPAS Butaca br derecho cromo

height width depth seat heigth

74

74

64

64

74

74

47

47

CÓDIGO

COM0003AL

COM0003CR

COMPAS Butaca br izquierdo aluminio

G1 G2 G3

502

555

550

603

584

637COMPAS Butaca br izquierdo cromo

height width depth seat heigth

74

74

125

125

74

74

47

47

CÓDIGO

COM0004AL

COM0004CR

COMPAS Sofá 2 plazas aluminio

G1 G2 G3

787

850

841

905

880

944COMPAS Sofá 2 plazas cromo

height width depth seat heigth

45

74

51

51

62

62

45

45

CÓDIGO

COM0005AL

COM0005CR

COMPAS Pouf aluminio

G1 G2 G3

274

309

294

329

308

343COMPAS Pouf cromo

* Fabric: 3,25 m

* Fabric: 3,25 m

* Fabric: 3,25 m

* Fabric: 3,25 m

* Fabric: 4 m

* Fabric: 1,50 m
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AMBER
Use Waiting room and rest room.
Seat and backrest Internal structure in solid wood, with suspension system 
of the seat and backrest by means of elastic straps of great durability. High 
density ¦exible polyurethane foam cover and HR resilience. Removable seat 
and back cushions with premium micro�ber down padding.

Legs Made of solid pine wood can be varnished in any color from our color 
chart or in any color prescribed by our customers.
Upholstery Choose from our wide range of waterproof vinyl fabrics with 
antimicrobial, antibacterial and antifungal protection.

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

92 120 97 44 58

CÓDIGO

AMB0001TA

Sillón AMBER 1 plaza

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

92 186 97 44 58

CÓDIGO

AMB0002TA

Sofá AMBER 2 plazas

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

92 218 97 44 58

CÓDIGO

AMB0003TA

Sofá AMBER 3 plazas

G1 G2 G3

964 1044 1101

G1 G2 G3

1302 1431 1523

G1 G2 G3

1469 1604 1701

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

92 191 97 44 58

CÓDIGO

AMB0013IZ

Sofá AMBER 3 plazas brazo izquierdo

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

92 191 97 44 58

CÓDIGO

AMB00013DR

Sofá AMBER 3 plazas brazo derecho

G1 G2 G3

1383 1505 1593

G1 G2 G3

1383 1505 1593

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

92 152 97 44 58

CÓDIGO

AMB0012IZ

Sofá AMBER 2 plazas brazo izquierdo

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

92 152 97 44 58

CÓDIGO

AMB0012DR

Sofá AMBER 2 plazas brazo derecho

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

92 109 180 44 58

CÓDIGO

AMB0025A

Chaiselounge AMBER con brazo

G1 G2 G3

1216 1332 1416

G1 G2 G3

1216 1332 1416

* Fabric: 6,5m

* Fabric: 10,5m

* Fabric: 11m

* Fabric: 10m

* Fabric: 10m

* Fabric: 9,5m

* Fabric: 9,5m

* Fabric: 6,5m

NEW YORK New York is a collection of classical armchairs of one, two and three seater. It stands out for its high comfort of use due 
to its generously sized and the perfect adaptation of its pillows to the natural position of the body.
USE  Holding and rest area
SEAT AND BACKREST Solid wood inner structure covered with elastic belts for seat and back suspension and high 
¦exible density and resilience HR polyurethane foam. Seat and backrest’s pillows with removable cover padded with 
top-quality micro�ber touch of down.
ARMS Inner structure made of solid wood covered with high ¦exible density and resilience HR polyurethane foam.
LEGS Finish: base made of solid wood and it can be varnished in any of the colours of our swatch book and also in any 
colour speci�ed by the customer.
UPHOLSTERY The collection can be upholstered in any of the waterproof vinyl fabric of our broad range with antimicro-
bial, antibacterial and antifungal protection.

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

97 80 99 44 58

CÓDIGO

NYK0001TA

Sillón NEW YORK 1 plaza

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

97 160 99 44 58

CÓDIGO

NYK0002TA

Sofá NEW YORK 2 plazas

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

97 210 99 44 58

CÓDIGO

NYK0003TA

Sofá NEW YORK 3 plazas

G1 G2 G3

1300 1373 1426

G1 G2 G3

1764 1899 1996

G1 G2 G3

1903 2051 2157

* Fabric: 6m

* Fabric: 11m

* Fabric: 12m

G1 G2 G3

1037 1117 1174
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BOB
BOB is a sofa-bed of modern lines and a design that combines one sofa and one bed 
in an only element. Italian opening system of ease use available on three measures: 
90x190, 120x190 y 140x90. 
 
USE 
Holding, rest area and bedrooms
SEAT AND BACKREST
Solid steel inner structure and mechanism of electro welded mesh and elastic belts. 
It is covered with high ¦exible density and resilience HR polyurethane foam. Seat and 

backrest’s pillows with removable cover padded with top-quality micro�ber touch of 
down. The mechanism folds the pillows without having to do it yourself.
ARMS
Inner structure made of solid wood covered with high ¦exible density and resilience 
HR polyurethane foam.
LEGS
Metallic legs �nished in chrome
UPHOLSTERY
The collection can be upholstered in any of the waterproof vinyl fabric of our broad 
range with antimicrobial, antibacterial and antifungal protection.

CABRIOLET
Cabriolet is a minimalist sofa-bed of clean lines designed to accommodate only one 
person. It has the possibility to add a truckle bed.
 
USE 
Holding, rest area and bedrooms
STRUCTURE
Solid steel and wood inner structure covered with high ¦exible density and resilience 
HR polyurethane foam.

SEAT AND BACKREST
Seat and backrest’s pillows with removable cover padded with top-quality micro�ber 
touch of down.
MATTRESS BASE 
Steel tube structure of 3cmx3cmx3cm �nished with epoxy paint in a triple-coat pro-
cess. Chopo-¦ex sheets with anti-movement and anti-noise lapels. Auto-opening legs 
by springs. It is equipped with casters to facilitate the slipping. 
ARMS
Inner structure made of solid wood covered with high ¦exible density and resilience 
HR polyurethane foam.
UPHOLSTERY
The collection can be upholstered in any of the waterproof vinyl fabric of our broad 
range with antimicrobial, antibacterial and antifungal protection.

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

76 200 100 44 58

CÓDIGO

CAB0001TA

Sofá CABRIOLET sin ext.

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

76 217 100 44 58

CÓDIGO

CAB0002TA

Sofá CABRIOLET con ext.

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

76 200 100 44 58

CÓDIGO

CAB0021TA

Sofá CABRIOLET sin ext. + nido

G1 G2 G3

1370 1524 1634

G1 G2 G3

1555 1715 1828

G1 G2 G3

1827 2010 2140

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

76 217 100 44 58

CÓDIGO

CAB0022TA

Sofá CABRIOLET con ext. + nido G1 G2 G3

2050 2252 2396

* Fabric: 12,5m

* Fabric: 14,10m

* Fabric: 15m

* Fabric: 16,45m

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

96 116 97 44 58

CÓDIGO

BOB0001TA

Sofá BOB brazo cuadrado 80cm

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

96 178 97 44 58

CÓDIGO

BOB0002TA

Sofá BOB brazo cuadrado 140cm

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

96 112 97 44 58

CÓDIGO

BOB0005TA

Sofá BOB brazo Costura 80cm

G1 G2 G3

1567 1660 1728

G1 G2 G3

1684 1782 1853

G1 G2 G3

1572 1668 1736

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

96 174 97 44 58

CÓDIGO

BOB0007TA

Sofá BOB brazo Costura 140cm G1 G2 G3

1693 1794 1867

* Fabric: 9,5m

* Fabric: 12m

* Fabric: 10m

* Fabric: 13m
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ELIS
Elis is a comfortable sofa that turns your chair into a functional bed as easy as remo-
ving the upholstery backrests and the bed will be ready. This sofa is perfect for those 
aesthetic environments by creating a contemporary and timeless design of clean and 
elegant lines.
USE 
Holding, rest area and bedrooms
STRUCTURE
Metallic and wooden inner grid upholstered with leather and HR foam. 
Legs made of solid steel rod of 18mm �nished in chrome, white or black.

SEAT AND BACKREST
Measures seat mattress of 80x200cm. 
13cm thickness and 30kg/m3 foam density.
22kg/m3 foam backrest density.
Pillows with removable cover to facilitate its cleaning.
UPHOLSTERY
The collection can be upholstered in any of the waterproof vinyl fabric of our broad 
range with antimicrobial, antibacterial and antifungal protection.

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

75 200 80 44

CÓDIGO

ELI0001TA

Sofá 3 plazas ELIS G1 G2 G3

1131 1193 1238

MITSU
Mitsu is the smart solution when a sofa during the day and a comfortable bed during 
the night is required. Opening mechanism of easy use.
Measures bed possibilities: 90x200, 130x200 y 150x200
USE 
Holding, rest area and bedrooms
STRUCTURE
Metallic and wooden inner structure covered with high ¦exible density and resilience 
HR polyurethane foam.

SEAT AND BACKREST
Seat and backrest’s pillows with removable cover padded with top-quality micro�ber 
touch of down. 
MECHANISM
Slip metallic mechanism. The sofa becomes a bed only gently pulling on the handle 
located in the lower part of the seat.
ARMS
Inner structure made of solid wood covered with high ¦exible density and resilience 
HR polyurethane foam.
UPHOLSTERY
The collection can be upholstered in any of the waterproof vinyl fabric of our broad 
range with antimicrobial, antibacterial and antifungal protection.

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

83 115 93 44 60

CÓDIGO

MTS0090TA

Sofá MITSU extensible cama 90cm G1 G2 G3

1161 1251 1314

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

83 155 93 44 58

CÓDIGO

MTS0130TA

MTS0150TA

Sofá MITSU extensible cama 130cm/150cm G1 G2 G3

1291 1392 1465

1417 1531 1613

* Fabric: 5m

* Fabric: 7m

* Fabric: 8m

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

83 175 93 44 58

* Fabric: 9m

YASU
Yasu is the practical and economic solution when a seat during the day and a bed during 
the night is required. 
USE 
Holding, rest area and bedrooms
STRUCTURE
Metallic and wooden inner structure covered with high ¦exible density and resilience 
HR polyurethane foam.

SEAT 
Folding seat with removable cover padded with top-quality HR foam. 
MECHANISM
Metallic mechanism �nished in epoxy paint. Chopo-¦ex sheets with anti-movement 
and anti-noise lapels.  The pouf becomes an 80x190cm bed only gently pulling on the 
seat and unfolding the structure.
UPHOLSTERY
The collection can be upholstered in any of the waterproof vinyl fabric of our broad 
range with antimicrobial, antibacterial and antifungal protection.

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

52 80 62

CÓDIGO

YAS0001TA

Puf YASU cama 80x180cm G1

319

* Fabric: 2,5m

CAMA ABIERTA: 180x80cm (52cm altura)
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SIMPLA
The Simpla table stands out for its elegant, re�ned and timeless design. Central 
swivel base and support circular base of great resistance. It is the perfect element to 
use it as a support table in any kind of environment.
USE
Multipurpose auxiliary table
TOPS
It is made of beech veneered mdf board. Thickness: 22mm. The corners are rounded 
and the edges are varnished with polyurethane lacquers.

STRUCTURE 
The structure is made of steel circular tube (Ø60cm).  Base of Ø40cm steel aluminium 
colour.

height width depth

50 50 50

CÓDIGO

SIM0001AL

Velador SIMPLA Aluminio

234

MULTI
Auxiliary lifting and folding table perfect to use it as a complement for any of our beds or 
armchairs. Gas-lift height-adjustable mechanism for an easy use. It is an element that can be 
used as a support for taking notes, to serve meals or simply to place objects. 
USE
Support table for chairs, armchairs and sofas
TOPS
It is made of 12mm compact white top 

STRUCTURE AND MECHANISM
Auxiliary lifting table by a gas lift height-adjustable mechanism of easy activation. It is possi-
ble to stop the elevation in any of the intermediary points during the movement.
Once extended, the table can rotate 360 degrees in any direction. Once turned, if required, it 
can be blocked in the desired position by a manual handle.
The structure is made of steel tube covered of epoxy paint. It is height-adjustable between 
80-110cm. The base comprises a metallic frame which supports the casters, two of them 
with brakes to block the table.

height width depth

75-115 60 37,5

CÓDIGO

MUL0001AL

Mesa auxiliar elevable MULTI Madera

494

KALI
Multipurpose auxiliary table for use it in collective facilities. This collection is outstanding for 
its simple and timeless design that �ts in any kind of environment.
USE
Multipurpose auxiliary table
TOPS
It is made of top-quality beech veneered mdf board. The corners are rounded and covered 
with polyurethane lacquers in a triple-coat process.

STRUCTURE 
The structure is made of a top-quality solid beech wood formed by rounded legs and perime-
trical frame. The legs are �nished in a triple-coat polyurethane lacquer process.

height width depth

44 100 50

CÓDIGO

KAL0001MB

Mesa centro KALI

height width depth

44 50 50

CÓDIGO

KAL0005MB

Mesa rincón KALI

Madera

229

Madera

190
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ERIC
This collection comprises versatile tables of a modern and timeless design.
USE
Multipurpose auxiliary table
TOPS
It is made of beech veneered mdf board with smoothed corners in its entire perimeter to en-
sure user’s safety.
Finish: triple-coat polyurethane lacquer process.

STRUCTURE 
The structure is made of a top-quality solid beech wood. It contains smoothed corners in its 
entire perimeter to ensure user’s safety.
Finish: triple-coat polyurethane lacquer process.

height width depth

44 100 50

CÓDIGO

ERI0001MB

Mesa centro ERIC

height width depth

44 50 50

CÓDIGO

ERI0005MB

Mesa rincón ERIC

Madera

222

Madera

181

height width depth

47 100 50

Madera

218

CÓDIGO

INS0001MB

Mesa centro INSULA

height width depth

47 55 55

Madera

178

CÓDIGO

INS0005MB

Mesa rincón INSULA

ÍNSULA
This collection comprises multipurpose tables for use it in collective facilities.
USE
Multipurpose auxiliary table
TOPS
It is made of beech veneered mdf board. Thickness: 22mm. The corners are rounded 
and the edges are varnished with polyurethane lacquers.

STRUCTURE 
The structure is made of a top-quality solid beech wood. It contains smoothed corners 
in its entire perimeter to ensure user’s safety.
Finish: triple-coat polyurethane lacquer process.
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KISS
FLAT is a versatile collection of tables with a modern and timeless design 
for use in a wide range of settings: o�ces, meeting spaces, restaurants, 
bars, private houses etc. The tables arise from the combination of central 
column bases with tops of di�erent formats and materials. A simple and 
essential contour de�nes the aesthetics of this practical collection of 
tables
BASES
The 49x49cm and the 49cm round bases have a central column made of 
a 80mm round steel tube. The 65cm round bases have a central column 
made of a 100mm round steel tube.
The base plate is made with steel plate 8mm thick
Finishes: Available in thermoset polyester powder coating in any of the 

colours of the SENIORCARE swatch book or in chrome.
The bases with chrome column have a matt stainless steel bezel covering 
the plate.
The bases are available in heights of 72 and 103cm.
The base plate has felt pads to protect the ¦ooring.
TOPS
MDF tops: made of 22mm thickness beech veneered mdf board with smoothed corners 
in its entire perimeter to ensure user’s safety. The edges are varnished with polyu-
rethane lacquers.
Melamine tops: made of 30mm melamine board in any colours of the SENIORCARE 
swatch book. Smoothed corners in its entire perimeter to ensure user’s safety.

height width depth

72 49 49

72 49 49

72 49 49

PVP

241

241

241

324

CÓDIGO

KIS0001AL

KIS0001NG

KIS0001BL

KIS0001CR

Pie mesa KISS redondo 49

height width depth

72 49 49

72 49 49

72 49 49

PVP

241

241

241

324

CÓDIGO

KIS0002AL

KIS0002NG

KIS0002BL

KIS0002CR

Pie mesa KISS cuadrado 49

height width depth

72 65 65

72 65 65

72 65 65

PVP

328

328

328

512

CÓDIGO

KIS0003AL

KIS0003NG

KIS0003BL

KIS0003CR

Pie mesa KISS redondo 65

height width depth

72 75 40

72 75 40

72 75 40

PVP

364

364

364

499

CÓDIGO

KIS0005AL

KIS0005NG

KIS0005BL

KIS0005CR

Pie mesa KISS rectangular

diámetro

70

80

90

100

120

DM

100

105

109

160

181

DM

101

105

109

DM

135

CÓDIGO

TAP0070MM

TAP0080MM

TAP0090MM

TAP0100MM

TAP0120MM

Tapas redondas KISS

width depth

70 70

80 80

90 90

CÓDIGO

TAP7070MM

TAP8080MM

TAP9090MM

Tapas cuadradas KISS

width depth

120 80

CÓDIGO

TAP1280MM

Tapa rectangular KISS

Melamina

73

79

94

111

138

Melamina

72

75

88

Melamina

92

HPL

221

244

274

377

464

HPL

226

251

359

HPL

553
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HIEDRA

height width depth

78 90 90

78 90 90

Melamina MDF

298 337

334 373

CÓDIGO

HIE9090AL

HIE9090MB

Mesa HIEDRA pata aluminio

Mesa HIEDRA pata madera

Mesa HIEDRA pata aluminio

Mesa HIEDRA pata madera

Mesa HIEDRA 90x90

height width depth

78 140 90

78 140 90

Melamina MDF

341 403

377 439

CÓDIGO

HIE0140AL

HIE0140MB

Mesa HIEDRA 140x90

DANTE
Dante is a collection of multipurpose tables that provides warmth to every environ-
ment. They have enough space between the top and the ground to facilitate the use 
for wheelchairs.
USE
Multipurpose auxiliary table for use it in collective facilities, especially in the geriatric 
network.
TOPS
MDF tops: made of 22mm thickness beech veneered mdf board with smoothed corners 
in its entire perimeter to ensure user’s safety. The edges are varnished with polyu-

rethane lacquers.
Melamine tops: made of 30mm melamine board in any colours of the SENIORCARE 
swatch book. Smoothed corners in its entire perimeter to ensure user’s safety.
STRUCTURE AND LEGS
The structure is made of a top-quality solid beech wood of reduced frame to facilitate 
the user’s comfort when using wheelchairs.
Legs of 50x50 with the external rounded edges joined to the frame by metal brackets 
that provide a table of particularly robust design. All the design is varnished in a triple-
coat polyurethane lacquer process.

Melamina MDF

281 321

307 385

CÓDIGO

DAN9090MB

DAN1010MB

Mesa DANTE 90x90

height width depth

78 140 90

78 160 90

78 180 90

78 200 90

Melamina MDF

334 391

369 425

404 467

426 506

CÓDIGO

DAN0140MB

DAN0160MB

DAN0180MB

DAN0200MB

Mesa DANTE 140x90

height width depth

78 125 125

Melamina MDF

360 436

CÓDIGO

DAN0125MB

Mesa DANTE 125

Hiedra is a collection of tables especially indicated for use them as a dining table in 
geriatric centres.
USE
Multipurpose auxiliary table for use it in collective facilities, especially in the geriatric 
network.
TOPS
MDF tops: made of 22mm thickness beech veneered mdf board with smoothed corners 
in its entire perimeter to ensure user’s safety. The edges are varnished with polyu-
rethane lacquers.

Melamine tops: made of 30mm melamine board in any colours of the SENIORCARE 
swatch book. Smoothed corners to ensure user’s safety.
STRUCTURE 
Hidden frame in the shape of a cross that gives especial robustness as well as facilitate 
the user’s comfort when using wheelchairs.
Finish: epoxy aluminium paint
LEGS
Wooden legs: beech wood 50x50 with external rounded edges joined to the frame by 
metal brackets. Finish: varnished in a polyurethane lacquer triple-coat process.
Metallic legs: steel tube of 50mmx50xx �nished in epoxy paint. Polypropylene glides 
for ¦oor protection are included.

height width depth

78 90 90

78 100 100

height 

útil

width útil depth útil

72 70 70

72 80 80

height 

útil

width útil depth útil

72 120 70

72 140 70

72 160 70

height 

útil

width útil depth útil

72 105 105

height 

útil

width útil depth útil

72 70 70

72 70 70

height 

útil

width útil depth útil

72 120 70

72 120 80

Mesa DANTE 160x90
Mesa DANTE 180x90
Mesa DANTE 200x90
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Mesa HIEDRA pata aluminio

Mesa HIEDRA pata madera

Mesa HIEDRA pata aluminio

Mesa HIEDRA pata madera

height width depth

78 160 90

78 160 90

Melamina MDF

373 429

408 465

CÓDIGO

HIE0160AL

HIE0160MB

Mesa HIEDRA 160x90

height width depth

78 160 90

Melamina MDF

347 406

CÓDIGO

MAY0160MB

Mesa MAYO 160x90

height width depth

78 125 125

Melamina MDF

430 482

CÓDIGO

MAY0125MB

Mesa MAYO 125

height width depth

78 125 125

78 125 125

Melamina MDF

352 424

367 438

CÓDIGO

HIE0125AL

HIE0125MB

Mesa HIEDRA 125

MAYO

height width depth

78 90 90

Melamina MDF

267 306

CÓDIGO

MAY9090MB

Mesa MAYO 90x90

height width depth

78 140 90

Melamina MDF

312 373

CÓDIGO

MAY0140MB

Mesa MAYO 140x90

Mayo is a collection of practical tables of metallic structure. There is a space between 
the top and the ground to facilitate the use of wheelchairs.
USE
Multipurpose auxiliary table for use it in collective facilities, especially in the geriatric 
network.
TOPS
MDF tops: made of 22mm thickness beech veneered mdf board with smoothed 
corners in its entire perimeter to ensure user’s safety. The edges are varnished with 
polyurethane lacquers.

Melamine tops: made of 30mm melamine board in any colours of the SENIORCARE 
swatch book. Smoothed corners to ensure user’s safety.
STRUCTURE 
It is made of a rectangular tube with metallic brackets to the legs’ assembly.
Finish: epoxy aluminium paint
LEGS
Made of steel tube 50x50 diameters with polypropylene glides for ¦oor protection. 
Finish: epoxy paint.

height 

útil

width útil depth útil

72 140 70

72 140 70

height 

útil

width útil depth útil

72 105 105

72 105 105

height 

útil

width útil depth útil

72 70 70

height 

útil

width útil depth útil

72 120 70

height 

útil

width útil depth útil

72 140 70

height 

útil

width útil depth útil

72 105 105
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Mesita 1 cajón, hueco y puerta

Aumento cerradura: 35€

Código 
NOR5002ME1    Zócalo
NOR5002ME2    Pata metálica
NOR5002ME3    Ruedas

Medidas

45 70 40

(cm) Width x  Height x  Profundidad

Mesita 1 cajón y puerta 

Aumento cerradura: 35€

Mesita cajón y hueco

Código 
NOR0002ME

Medidas

50 50 38

(cm) Width x  Height x  Profundidad

€

146
172
179
261
309
381

Panel Tapizado liso

Código 
Altura panel: 120cm 
60cm - NOOR0060T1
90cm - NOOR0090T1
105cm - NOOR00105T1
135cm - NOOR00135T1
150cm - NOOR00150T1
180cm - NOOR00180T1

Altura panel:80 cm
60cm - NOOR0060T1B
90cm - NOOR0090T1B
105cm - NOOR00105T1B
135cm - NOOR00135T1B
150cm - NOOR00150T1B
180cm - NOOR00180T1B

G1            G2 G3

169 182 191
207 222 234
233 251 264
274 296 312
299 322 339
341 369 389

140 151 155
174 187 192
196 212 218
234 254 260
255 276 283
293 317 328

Panel Tapizado alistonado

Código 
Altura panel: 120cm 
60cm - NOOR0060T2
90cm - NOOR0090T2
105cm - NOOR00105T2
135cm - NOOR00135T2
150cm - NOOR00150T2
180cm - NOOR00180T2

Altura panel:80 cm
60cm - NOOR0060T2B
90cm - NOOR0090T2B
105cm - NOOR00105T2B
135cm - NOOR00135T2B
150cm - NOOR00150T2B
180cm - NOOR00180T2B

G1            G2 G3

309 325 337
415 443 464
472 501 521
569 608 636
646 692 724
729 781 818

252 265 274
345 371 389
390 416 434
475 511 537
541 584 614
611 660 696

Panel Cabezal Melamina

Altura panel: 120cm 

Código 
NOR0060ME
NOR0090ME
NOR00105ME
NOR00135ME 
NOR00150ME
NOR00180ME

Medidas 
60 120 7
100 120 7
115 120 7
145 120 7
160 120 7
190 120 7

(cm) Width x  Height x  Profundidad

NOOR
Noor is a collection that comprises furniture for rooms and common areas making them welcoming and functional in which every piece ful�l its goal in a very elegant manner. The great diversity of products of this 
collection as well as the possibility to combine the warmth of the di�erent wood �nishes and the wide range of varnishes, made possible an e�ective solution to every decorative project.  As every project is unique, 
we o�er the possibility to customize and adapt every piece of the Noor collection.
USE Furniture for rooms and common areas
UPHOLSTERY HEADBOARD Wooden grid covered of HR D25 foam and upholstered in any fabric of our swatch book. It has hooks in the backside to wall anchor.
MELAMINE HEADBOARD 50mm depth headboard made of 30mm melamine with back framing of 20mm. They are available in three heights: 80cm, 120cm and standard with the possibility to make it in other 
heights. It has metal frame for wall anchor.
MELAMINE FURNITURE Shelfs and sides made of melamine, edges PVC 30mm. Frames made of melamine 19mm, edges PVC. Back part of wardrobes and furniture of 3.2mm.
The furniture which has doors is equipped with adjustable hinges while the furniture which has drawers is equipped with metallic rails of top-quality for opening and closing.
The nightstands are available in three versions: melamine base, metallic legs or four legs of soft tread (two of them with brake).
TABLES Shelfs and sides made of melamine, edges PVC 30mm.
Structure made of solid beech wood varnished in a polyurethane lacquer triple-coat process. Metallic structure to legs’ assembly.

€

129
153
163
242
289
350

Altura panel: 80cm 

Código 
NOR0060MEB
NOR0090MEB
NOR00105MEB
NOR00135MEB 
NOR00150MEB
NOR00180ME

Medidas 
60 80 7
100 80 7
115 80 7
145 80 7
160 80 7
190 80 7

(cm) Width x  Height x  Profundidad

€

205

Código 
NOR5001ME1    Zócalo
NOR5001ME2    Pata metálica
NOR5001ME3    Ruedas

Medidas

45 70 40

(cm) Width x  Height x  Profundidad

€

313
337
347

€

307
325
333
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Mesita 1 estante

Código 
NOR0004ME

Medidas

50 50 38

(cm) Width x  Height x  Profundidad

Escritorio NOOR con/sin cajón

Código 
NOR5004ME con cajón
NOR5005ME sin cajón

Medidas

120     80    50

(cm) Width x  Height x  Profundidad

Mueble Bar

Código 
NOR0008ME

Medidas

60 75 50

(cm) Width x  Height x  Profundidad

Código 
NOR1120ME
NOR1140ME
NOR1160ME

Medidas

120 3 50
140 3 50
160 3 50

(cm) Width x  Height x  Profundidad

Sobretapa Escritorio Base Escritorio 2 cajones+huecoPata Melamina Escritorio

Código 
NOR1001ME

Código 
NOR1003ME

Medidas

30 72 45

Medidas

30 72 45

(cm) Width x  Height x  Profundidad (cm) Width x  Height x  Profundidad

Aumento cerradura: 35€

Pata metálica mesa Escritorio Marco con Espejo

Código 
NOR1005ME

Medidas

8 72 8

(cm) Width x  Height x  Profundidad

Código 
NOR0012ME
NOR0014ME

Medidas

80 100 2,5
60 180 2,5

(cm) Width x  Height x  Profundidad

Estantería colgar con huecos

Código 
2 huecos
NOR0024ME
3 huecos
NOR0026ME
4 huecos
NOR0028ME

Medidas

80 40 23

120 40 23

160 40 23

€

161

€

283

€

78

€

85

€

198

€

108
127
140

€

151
218

€

159

179

204

€

423
351
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Estante con pelícano

Código 
NOR0030ME
NOR0032ME
NOR0034ME
NOR0036ME

Medidas

 80 3 23
120 3 23
140 3 23
160 3 23

(cm) Width x  Height x  Profundidad

Cajonera interior armario

Código 
NOR3046ME

Medidas

92 50 45

(cm) Width x  Height x  Profundidad

Código 
NOR0090GE
NOR0105GE
NOR1090GE
NOR1105GE

Medidas

100 60 3
115 60 3
100 40 3
115 40 3

(cm) Width x  Height x  Profundidad

Cabezal cama articulada
Piecera cama articulada

Base Escritorio 3 cajones

Código 
NOR1002ME

Medidas

30 72 45

(cm) Width x  Height x  Profundidad

Aparador 100 cm Aparador 150 cm

Código 
NOR4100ME

Medidas

100 55 45

(cm) Width x  Height x  Profundidad

Código 
NOR4150ME

Medidas

150 55 45

(cm) Width x  Height x  Profundidad

Mesa Comedor Mesa de centro Mesa Rincón

Código 
Mesa fija
NOR4140ME
Mesa extensible
NOR4142ME

Código 
NOR4110ME

Código 
NOR4060ME

Medidas

140 90 75

140 90 75
185 90           75  Abierta

Medidas

110 60 45

Medidas

60 60 45

(cm) Largo   x    Width   x   Height

(cm) Largo   x   Width       x  Height (cm) Largo   x   Width       x  Height

€

282
300
202
224

€

111
133
144
156

€

247

€

572

€

715

€

224

€

215

€

202

€

627

1066
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Armario 2 puertas correderasArmario 2 puertas batientes

Armario de 3 puertas

Código 
NOR3040ME

Código 
NOR3042ME

Código 
NOR3044ME

Medidas

100 200 55

Medidas

100 200 55

Medidas

150   200 55

(cm)  Width x   Height  x  Profundidad (cm)  Width x   Height  x  Profundidad

(cm)  Width x   Height  x  Profundidad

€

688

€

770

€

1131

Aumento cerradura: 35€ Aumento cerradura: 35€

Aumento cerradura: 35€
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MAE
Mae is the ideal collection for geriatric and home areas. The great diversity of products of this collection as well as the possibility to combine the di�erent 
melamine �nishes, made possible an e�ective solution to every decorative project. 
As every project is unique, we o�er the possibility to customize and adapt every piece of the Mae collection.
USE Furniture for bedrooms 
MELAMINE FURNITURE Headboards and shelfs made of melamine, edges PVC 30mm. Frames made of melamine 16mm, edges PVC. Back part of 
wardrobes and furniture of melamine 3.2mm. The furniture which has doors is equipped with adjustable hinges while the furniture which has drawers is 
equipped with metallic rails of top-quality for opening and closing. Metallic handles of easy grip in ever drawer and door. Available to put a lock in doors 
and drawers as an option. The nightstands are available in three versions: melamine base, metallic legs or four legs of soft tread (two of them with brake).

height width depth

220 50 60

CÓDIGO

MAE0115ME

MOB0001CR

Armario MAE 1 puerta derecha Madera

329

42

height width depth

220 50 60

CÓDIGO

MAE0117ME

MOB0001CR

Armario MAE 1 puerta izquierda Madera

329

42

height width depth

220 100 60

CÓDIGO

MAE0111ME

MOB0002CR

MAE0000ME

Armario MAE 2 puertas + 2 cajones Madera

555

52

42

height width depth

220 100 60

CÓDIGO

MAE0112ME

MOB0002CR

MAE0000ME

Armario MAE 2 puertas enteras Madera

450

52

42

height width depth

220 100 60

CÓDIGO

MAE0130ME

Armario MAE 2 puertas correderas 100 cm Madera

650

Aumento por cerradura Armario 2 ptas.

Aumento por cerradura Armario 1  pta.

Aumento por cerradura Armario 1  pta.

Aumento por cerradura Armario 2 ptas.

Estante adicional Armario 2 ptas

Estante adicional Armario 2 ptas

height width depth

220 50 60

CÓDIGO

MAE0118ME

MAE0119ME

MOB0001CR

Armario MAE 1 puerta izquierda o derecha interior PLUS Madera

479

479

42Aumento por cerradura Armario 1  pta.

height width depth

220 100 60

CÓDIGO

MAE0120ME

MOB0002CR

Armario MAE 2 puertas enteras interior PLUS Madera

756

52

42

Aumento por cerradura Armario 2 ptas.

height width depth

31,7 46 48

CÓDIGO

MAE1115ME

Cajonera interior armario 1 cuerpo de 50 con 2 cajones Madera

202

height width depth

45,4 46 48

CÓDIGO

MAE1117ME

Cajonera interior armario 1 cuerpo de 50 con 3 cajones Madera

216

height width depth

31,7 96 48

CÓDIGO

MAE1112ME

Cajonera interior armario 2 ptas con 2 cajones Madera

227

Puerta IZQUIERDA

Puerta DERECHA

Estante adicional Armario 2 ptas
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height width depth

73,4 40 40

CÓDIGO

MAE6000ME

Mesita 1 cajones + 1 puerta MAE width 40 cm Ruedas

255

height width depth

73,4 50 40

CÓDIGO

MAE6005ME

Mesita 1 cajones + 1 puerta MAE width 50 cm

Zócalo

231

P.Metal

264

Ruedas

267

Zócalo

243

P.Metal

274

height width depth

73,4 40 40

CÓDIGO

MAE8000ME

Mesita 1 cajón + estante MAE width 40 cm Ruedas

241

height width depth

73,4 50 40

CÓDIGO

MAE8005ME

Mesita 1 cajón + estante MAE  width 50 cm

Zócalo

217

P.Metal

250

Ruedas

252

Zócalo

228

P.Metal

260

height width depth

73,4 40 40

CÓDIGO

MAE2000ME

Mesita 1 cajón + estante + puerta MAE width 40 cm Ruedas

255

height width depth

73,4 50 40

CÓDIGO

MAE2005ME

Mesita 1 cajón + estante + puerta MAE  width 50 cm

Zócalo

231

P.Metal

264

Ruedas

267

Zócalo

243

P.Metal

274

height width depth

3,5 80 27,5

3,5 100 27,5

3,5 150 27,5

CÓDIGO

MAE0500ME

MAE0501ME

MAE0502ME

Width 80 cm

Width 100 cm

Width 150 cm

Estante con pelicano MAE Madera

82

85

87

height width depth

90 100 3,5

90 115 3,5

CÓDIGO

MAE7534ME

MAE7533ME

Cabezal MAE redondo Madera

160

181

height width depth

60 100 3,5

60 115 3,5

CÓDIGO

MAE7000ME

MAE7001ME

Piecera MAE redonda Madera

129

143

* AUMENTO POR CERRADURA    ref. MOB0000CR          42

* AUMENTO POR CERRADURA    ref. MOB0000CR          42

* AUMENTO POR CERRADURA    ref. MOB0000CR          42

height width depth

102,4 50 43,5

CÓDIGO

MAE1015ME

Sinfonier 6 cajones MAE Madera

377

height width depth

72,2 100 43,5

CÓDIGO

MAE1601ME

Cómoda 4 cajones MAE Madera

390
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height width depth

90 100 3,5

90 115 3,5

CÓDIGO

MAE7539ME

MAE7538ME

Cabezal MAE cuadrado Madera

170

190

height width depth

60 100 3,5

60 115 3,5

CÓDIGO

MAE7005ME

MAE7006ME

Piecera MAE cuadrada Madera

137

152

height width depth

71,5 50 50

CÓDIGO

MAE0843ME

Pata soporte melamina Madera

69

height width depth

3,5 120 54

3,5 140 54

3,5 160 54

CÓDIGO

MAE0721ME

MAE0722ME

MAE0723ME

Width 120 cm

Width 140 cm

Width 160 cm

Sobretapa escritorio MAE Madera

126

151

151

height width depth

71,5 40 52

CÓDIGO

MAE0820ME

Módulo escritorio 2 cajones MAE Madera

181

height width depth

71,5 40 52

CÓDIGO

MAE0870ME

Módulo escritorio 1 puerta MAE Madera

153

* AUMENTO POR CERRADURA    ref. MOB0000CR          32

height width depth

71,5 40 50

CÓDIGO

MAE0850ME

Módulo escritorio 1 estante MAE Madera

147

height width depth

75 120 60

CÓDIGO

MAE0825ME

Mesa escritorio c/faldón 120x60 Madera

301

height width depth

75 120 60

CÓDIGO

MAE0826ME

Mesa escritorio c/faldón  y 2 cajones 120x60 Madera

637
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SERIE 100
This collection is the solution to furnish any kind of public and domestic facilities. 
As every project is unique, we o�er the possibility to customize and adapt every piece to 
the client’s necessities. 
USE
Furniture for bedrooms and common areas 
MELAMINE FURNITURE
Headboards and shelfs made of 22mm mdf board, edges PVC 30mm. Varnished edges in 
a polyurethane lacquer triple-coat process. Frames made of melamine 16mm, edges PVC. 
Back part of wardrobes and furniture of melamine 3.2mm.
The furniture which has doors is equipped with adjustable hinges while the furniture 
which has drawers is equipped with metallic rails of top-quality for opening and closing. 
Metallic handles of easy grip in ever drawer and door. Available to put a lock in doors and 
drawers as an option.

* Aumento por cerradura 35 €

height width depth

71 45 40

CÓDIGO

MOB0101MB

Mesita 3 cajones y hueco SERIE 100 Madera

193

height width depth

79 100 50

CÓDIGO

MOB0110MB

Mesa de estudio SERIE 100 Madera

211

* Aumento por cerradura 35 €

height width depth

71 45 40

CÓDIGO

MOB0102MB

Mesita 1 cajón 1 estante SERIE 100 Madera

147

* Aumento por cerradura 35 €

height width depth

71 45 40

CÓDIGO

MOB0103MB

Mesita 1 cajón 1 puerta SERIE 100 Madera

172

* Aumento por cerradura 35 €

height width depth

71 45 40

CÓDIGO

MOB0104MB

Mesita 1 puerta hueco SERIE 100 Madera

147

height width depth

100 100 2,2

60 100 2,2

CÓDIGO

MOB0190MB

MOB2190MB

Cabecero

Piecero

Cabecero / Piecero SERIE 100 Madera

120

112
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height width depth

80 100 50

height width depth

114 69 40

height width depth

91 95 48

height width depth

91 139 48

height width depth

91 186 48

CÓDIGO

MOB0130MB

CÓDIGO

MOB0111MB

CÓDIGO

MOB0132MB

CÓDIGO

MOB0133MB

CÓDIGO

MOB0134MB

Mesa TV SERIE 100

Sinfonier 7 cajones SERIE 100

Aparador 2 puertas SERIE 100

Aparador 3 puertas SERIE 100

Aparador 4 puertas SERIE 100

Madera

312

Madera

344

Madera

389

Madera

571

Madera

761

* Aumento por cerradura 35 €

* Aumento por cerradura 35 €

* Aumento por cerradura 35 €

* Aumento por cerradura 35 €

height width depth

206 95 57

CÓDIGO

MOB0120MB

MOB0002CR

Armario 2 puertas y 2 cajones Madera

509

52AUMENTO POR CERRADURA ARM. 2 PUERTAS

height width depth

206 49 57

CÓDIGO

MOB0122MB

MOB0001CR

Armario 1 puerta y 2 cajones Madera

303

42AUMENTO POR CERRADURA ARM. 1 PUERTA
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TECNO CLINIC
Articulated orthopaedic bed, adjustable in four positions. Tecno clinic is a bed designed to meet 
the needs of persons a�ected by back pain, arthritis or any other mobility problem. The bed is 
adjustable to provide an optimum comfort in every part of the body. By a remote control, it is 
possible to combine separated movements in the head or feet part.
USE Electric bed for domestic, geriatric and hospital use
MECHANISM
FORCE (NEWTON) INDIVIDUAL MOTOR 6000
SPACE BETWEEN AXIS (mm) 581
YARDAGE (mm) INDIVIDUAL MOTOR 355/175
VOLTAGE (V) 220-240
TYPE PF PROTECTION IP20
TRANSFORMER EXTERNAL
MATTRESS BASE Bed with four positions with electric drive by control (powered by electric 
current). The control has a 9v battery for the reset to zero in case of power failure for security 
reasons. 

height width largo

35 90 190

35 105 190

PVP

502

541

CÓDIGO

TEC0090PF

TEC0105PF

Cama TECNO-CLINIC 4 planos pata �ja

height width largo

36-57 90 190

36-57 105 190

PVP

537

576

CÓDIGO

TEC0090PR

TEC0105PR

Cama TECNO-CLINIC 4 planos pata regulable

height width largo

45-89 90 190

45-89 105 190

PVP

1205

1244

CÓDIGO

TEC0090CE

TEC0105CE

Cama TECNO-CLINIC 4 planos + carro elevador

TEC0001EC

TEC0005AL

TEC0012CR

TEC0013CR

TEC0001FC

TEC0001LF

239

35

135

81

108

125

Juego de barandillas pintadas

Juego anclaje cabecero y piecero

Incorpordor cromado

Soporte gotero

Aumento freno simultáneo

Aumento lecho fenólico (pedido m-inimo 25 unid)

COMPLEMENTOS CAMA Código           Descripción PVP

* Aumento por ruedas: 108 €

Structure: steel tube of 50x20mm. Articulated mattress base in a tube of 30x20mm 
with 24 beech wood planks on tilting rubber supports.
All the metallic elements are �nished in epoxy aluminium paint.
LEGS AND BED LIFT Fixed legs: made of steel �nished in epoxy aluminium paint, 
35cm height Height-adjustable legs: made of steel �nished in epoxy aluminium 
paint. Manual adjustment from 36 to 57cm
Bed lift: electric bed lift that functions by the same control of the mattress made 
of steel �nished in epoxy aluminium paint. Roller carrier with antistatic casters of 
125mm and lock system. Adjustment from 45 to 89cm
ACCESSORIES Handrail: made of steel �nished in epoxy aluminium paint on high 
resistant thermoplastic vertical supports that allow taking them down easily. 
Set of anchors: metallic frame needed to connect the bed with the headboard and 
footboard. 
Riser block: made of stainless steel, it can be �tted in any bed of the collection TEC-
NO CLINIC.
Dropper: made of steel equipped with two hooks for serums, it can be �tted in any 
bed of the collection TECNO CLINIC.

SYNCRO
Articulated orthopaedic bed, adjustable in four positions. Syncro is a bed designed to meet the 
needs of persons a�ected by back pain, arthritis or any other mobility problem. The bed is adjus-
table to provide an optimum comfort in every part of the body. By a remote control, it is possible 
to combine separated movements in the head or feet part. It is available in three versions: �xed 
legs, adjustable legs and with bed lift.
USE
Electric bed for domestic, geriatric and hospital use
MECHANISM
FORCE (NEWTON) INDIVIDUAL MOTOR 6000
SPACE BETWEEN AXIS (mm) 581
YARDAGE (mm) INDIVIDUAL MOTOR 355/175
VOLTAGE (V) 220-240
TYPE PF PROTECTION IP20   -  TRANSFORMER EXTERNAL

height width largo

45-89 100 200

PVP

1801

CÓDIGO

SYN0090CE

Cama SYNCRO 4 planos
+ carro elevador + barandilla + cabezales

* Somier 90x190

MATTRESS BASE
Bed with four positions with electric drive by control (powered by electric cu-
rrent). The control has a 9v battery for the reset to zero in case of power failure 
for security reasons. 
Structure: steel tube of 50x20mm. Articulated mattress base in a tube of 
30x20mm with 24 beech wood planks on tilting rubber supports.
All the metallic elements are �nished in epoxy aluminium paint.
BED LIFT
Bed lift: electric bed lift that functions by the same control of the mattress made 
of steel �nished in epoxy aluminium paint. Roller carrier with antistatic casters of 
125mm and lock system. Adjustment from 45 to 89cm
ACCESSORIES
Headboard and footboard: made of beech varnished mdf.
Handrail: made of wood that match with the headboard and footboard with the 
same folding system, height adjustable from 45 to 89cm.  
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ALZHEIMER
The articulated orthopaedic Alzheimer bed, adjustable in four positions, is a bed designed to 
meet the needs of persons with reduce mobility thanks to its di�erent positions. The bed is 
height adjustable in a minimum of 22cm. 
MATTRESS BASE
Bed with four positions with electric drive by control (powered by electric current). The control 
has a 9v battery for the reset to zero in case of power failure for security reasons. 
Structure: steel tube of 50x20mm. Articulated mattress base in a tube of 30x20mm with 24 
beech wood planks on tilting rubber supports.
All the metallic elements are �nished in epoxy aluminium paint.

height width largo

22-77 100 200

PVP

2209

CÓDIGO

2TEC0090AL

Cama TECNO CLINIC ALZHEIMER

* Somier 90x190

BED LIFT
Bed lift: electric bed lift that functions by the same control of the mattress made 
of steel �nished in epoxy paint. Roller carrier with antistatic casters of 125mm 
and lock system. Adjustment from 22 to 77cm. Trend, Anti-Trendelenburg ele-
vations to 11º.
ACCESSORIES
Headboard and footboard: made of beech varnished mdf.
Handrail: made of wood that match with the headboard and footboard with the 
same folding system and height adjustable.
OTHER CHARACTERISTICS
Fixing block to the mattress
Spaces in PVC for the riser block and dropper in the headboard’s corners.
Maximum user’s weight: 135kg
Maximum weight allowed: 170kg

BASIC CLINIC

width largo grosor

90 190 15

105 190 15

PVP

208

231

CÓDIGO

BCL0090HR

BCL0105HR

Colchón BASIC CLINIC 15 cm HR

Polyurethane foam mattress designed for a perfect adaption to articulated beds in 
geriatrics, hospitals and domestics areas.
MATTRESS
Flexible Polyurethane HR foam of 30kg/m3. Thickness of 15cm. Grooved structure 
for a perfect �t to the movement of electric beds.
COVER
Polyurethane cover with two-way stretch, waterproof and breathable with anti-dust 
mite and anti-bacterial treatment free of hazardous and chemical compounds.
Zip shaped like an L to facilitate the uncovered. Washable until 90º.

CERTIFICATIONS
The cover is �reproof and is certi�ed in accordance with BS7175 
CRIB regulation. The covers also is certi�ed OKO-TEX, which gua-
rantee that all the materials used in its fabrication does not have 
a harmful e�ect on the user’s health. 

Polyurethane foam mattress designed for a perfect adaption to articulated beds in 
geriatrics, hospitals and domestics areas.
MATTRESS
Grooved structure for a perfect �t to the movement of electric beds. Thickness of 
15cm. 
Structure: 10cm Flexible Polyurethane HR foam of 30kg/m3. In its upper part, it con-
tains termofoam visco-elastic foam of 50kg/m3 for a perfect adaption and for the 
user’s comfort.
COVER
Polyurethane cover with two-way stretch, waterproof and breathable with anti-dust 

mite and anti-bacterial treatment free of hazardous and chemical 
compounds.
Zip shaped like an L to facilitate the uncovered. Washable until 
90º.
CERTIFICATIONS
The cover is �reproof and is certi�ed in accordance with BS7175 
CRIB regulation. The covers also is certi�ed OKO-TEX, which gua-
rantee that all the materials used in its fabrication does not have 
a harmful e�ect on the user’s health. 

VISCO CLINIC

width largo grosor

90 190 15

105 190 15

PVP

241

269

CÓDIGO

VCL0090VI

VCL0105VI

Colchón VISCO CLINIC 10 cm HR + 5 cm visco
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Código 

PON0090CO
PON0105CO
PON0135CO
PON0150CO

Medidas

90 x 180/190 x 23
105 x 180/190 x 23
135 x 180/190 x 23
150 x 180/190 x 23

Medidas

90 x 200 x 23
105 x 200 x 23
135 x 200 x 23
150 x 200 x 23

    €

246
270
334
365

   €

260
285
351
386

Código 

APR0090CO
APR0105CO
APR0135CO
APR0150CO

Medidas

90 x 180/190 x 28
105 x 180/190 x 28
135 x 180/190 x 28
150 x 180/190 x 28

Medidas

90 x 200 x 28
105 x 200 x 28
135 x 200 x 28
150 x 200 x 28

    €

333
372
447
482

   €

354
397
476
511

POINT

APRIL
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GRAN CONFORT
Gran Confort is a sheet of beech wood base added in a hardy metallic structure. The natural ¦exibility of the sheets means that they can adjust depending on the pressure 
that each part of the body has on the base. This kind of mattress base is a perfect solution for those who look for the perfect comfort and a hardy base.
CHARACTERISTICS
Tubular structure with a 40x30mm pro�le. Support of one or two 30x30mm cross beam tube depending on the mattress base’s width. Finished in polipox-Hibrid paint 
textured oven-hardening with anti-corrosion treatment.

width

90

105

135

150

CÓDIGO

GCF0090SO

GCF0105SO

GCF0135SO

GCF0150SO

CÓDIGO

GCF0001SO

Somier GRAN CONFORT

Juego de patas somier GRAN CONFORT

LARGO 180 /190 LARGO 200

96 113

135 153

143 177

151 185

PVP

17

LAMIX
Lamix is a mattress base of solid and resistant sheets that guarantees the user’s comfort.
CHARACTERISTICS
Tubular structure with a 30x30mm pro�le. Support of one or two 30x30mm cross beam tube depending on the mattress base’s width. Finished in polipox-Hibrid 
paint textured oven-hardening with anti-corrosion treatment.
Structure of 80mm chopo-¦ex bentwood sheets.

width

90

105

135

150

LARGO 180 /190 LARGO 200

52 61

57 65

72 83

78 86

PVP

12

17

CÓDIGO

LAM0090SO

LAM0105SO

LAM0135SO

LAM0150SO

CÓDIGO

LAM0001SO

LAM0005SO 

CÓDIGO

Sin ruedas

Con ruedas

Somier LAMIX

Juego de patas somier LAMIX 

HOLIDAY
Holiday stands out for its hardiness and �rmness that provides a comfortable rest for the user. 
CHARACTERISTICS
Tubular structure with a 40x30mm pro�le. Support of one or two 30x30mm cross beam tube depending on the mattress base’s width. Finished in polipox-Hibrid paint 
textured oven-hardening with anti-corrosion treatment.

width

90

105

135

150

CÓDIGO

HOL0090SO

HOL0105SO

HOL0135SO

HOL0150SO

Somier HOLIDAY LARGO 180 /190 LARGO 200

83 99

92 133

117 147

125 155

CÓDIGO

HOL0001SO

Juego de patas somier HOLIDAY PVP

17

Altura 25cm.

Altura 28cm.

Altura 25cm.
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BASE TAPIZADA

CANAPE FIJO

The upholstered base is the best option to guarantee the user’s rest since it provides great resistance and strength.
CHARACTERISTICS
The structure is made of steel tube �nished reinforced with crossbars. Depending on the dimension of the base, it can contain 4 or 6 legs �nished in polipox-Hibrid paint textured oven-
hardening with anti-corrosion treatment. 
The base is made of mdf board with boreholes for its air circulation. It is upholstered in 3D breathable fabric that provides the maximum permeability. 
FINISHES
Colours: brown and beige

This storage bed is the best option to guarantee the user’s rest since it provides the resistance and strength that the mattress need.
CHARACTERISTICS
The structure is made of steel tube �nished reinforced with crossbars. Depending on the dimension of the base, it can contain 4 or 6 legs �nished in polipox-Hibrid 
paint textured oven-hardening with anti-corrosion treatment.
The base and the perimeter are made of mdf board with boreholes for its air circulation. It is upholstered in brown or beige simil leather. 
FINISHES  Colours: brown and beige. It can be upholstered with fabrics supplied by the customer as an option.

width

90

105

135

150

width

90

105

135

150

CÓDIGO

BST0090SO

BST0105SO

BST0135SO

BST0150SO

CÓDIGO

CNP0090SO

CNP0105SO

CNP0135SO

CNP0150SO

Base tapizada

Canapé FIJO

LARGO 180 /190 LARGO 200

109 127

124 139

138 159

148 172

LARGO 190 LARGO 200

186 207

203 218

221 246

233 264

CÓDIGO

BST0001SO

Juego de patas BASE PVP

17

CANAPE ABATIBLE
The lift-up storage bed provides the maximum strength to your mattress as well as an additional space to storage. 
CHARACTERISTICS
The structure is made of steel tube �nished reinforced with crossbars that give it great hardiness. 
The upper part, perimeter and bottom of the storage bed are made of mdf. Ergonomic handle that allow raising the cover by a gas mechanism. Micro-perforated 
base to guarantee the air circulation of the storage bed and it is upholstered in 3D fabric that provides the maximum permeability. Perimeter upholstered in simi-
lipiel.
FINISHES
Colours: brown and beige. It can be upholstered with fabrics supplied by the customer as an option.

width

90

105

135

150

135

150

CÓDIGO

CNP0090SO

CNP0105SO

CNP0135SO

CNP0150SO

CNP0135SC

CNP0150SC

Base tapizada LARGO 190 LARGO 200

369 437

425 467

447 508

460 527

498

517

CÓDIGO

NP0000SO

Juego de patas CANAPÉ PVP

21

FIJO

FIJO
PARTIDO (2 partes)

PARTIDO (2 partes)

Altura 25cm.
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PVP

39

43

48

56

70

77

CÓDIGO

VIS0070AM

VIS0080AM

VIS0090AM

VIS0105AM

VIS0135AM

VIS0150AM

PVP

27

31

33

36

42

48

CÓDIGO

TPL0070AM

TPL0080AM

TPL0090AM

TPL0105AM

TPL0135AM

TPL0150AM

This pillow contains the latest equipment that works out well for 
blood circulation by reducing cervical and problems and providing 
a good rest.
CHARACTERISTICS
Viscoelastic centre of 50kg/m3 breathable thanks to micro perfo-
rations to facilitate the air circulation and the recuperation to its 
initial form.
Double textile cover. Internally, it contains a 100 % elastic protec-
tion cover. Externally, a stretch cover with Aloe Vera treatment. 
Both washable and with lateral zips to facilitate the uncover.

This pillow provides the nicest rest and relaxed feelings.
CHARACTERISTICS
Viscoelastic centre of hollow silicone polyester �bres of a great softness.
Double textile cover. Internally, it contains a 100 % elastic protection 
cover. Externally, a top-quality stretch cover. Both washable and with 
lateral zips to facilitate the uncover.

ALMOHADA VISCOLÁSTICA

ALMOHADA TACTO PLUMA

height width depth

12 70 37

12 80 37

12 90 37

12 105 37

12 135 37

12 150 37

height width depth

16 70 37

16 80 37

16 90 37

16 105 37

16 135 37

16 150 37



5554

vita

lena

pink

Use
Multipurpose collection for hospitality facilities. Stackable armchair prepared for 
both indoor and outdoor installations.
Structure
Matte anodized aluminum.

Use
Multipurpose collection for hospitality facilities. Stackable armchair prepared for 
both indoor and outdoor installations.
Structure
Matte anodized aluminum.

Use
Multipurpose collection for hospitality facilities. Stackable table prepared for 
both indoor and outdoor installations.

Structure
Matte anodized aluminum.

Seat and back
Polypropylene with U.V protection.
Finishes
The VITA stackable armchair is available in an attractive range of colors: black, red, 
orange, green, blue and burgundy. Perfectly matches the PINK table.

Seat and back
Polypropylene with U.V protection.
Finishes
The VITA stackable armchair is available in an attractive range of colors: black, red, 
orange, green, blue and burgundy. Perfectly matches the PINK table.

Seat and back
Polypropylene with U.V protection.

Finishes
The PINK stackable table is available in an attractive range of colors: black, 
red, orange, green, blue and burgundy. Perfectly matches VITA and LENA ar-
mchairs.

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

84 55 51 44 63

84 55 51 44 63

84 55 51 44 63

height width depth seat heigth arm heigth

84 55 51 44 64

84 55 51 44 64

84 55 51 44 64

84 55 51 44 64

height width depth

72 70 70

72 70 70

72 70 70

72 70 70

72 70 70

PVC

77

77

77

PVC

79

79

79

79

PVC

105

105

105

105

105

CÓDIGO

VIT0001NG

VIT0001MA

VIT0001VE

CÓDIGO

Negro

Naranja

Verde

CÓDIGO

Negro

Azul

Granate

Blanco

CÓDIGO

Negro

Naranja

Azul

Granate

Blanco

CÓDIGO

LEN0001NG

LEN0001AZ

LEN0001GR

LEN0001BL

CÓDIGO

PIN0001NG

PIN0001NA

PIN0001AZ

PIN0001GR

PIN0001BL

Sillón VITA

Sillón LENA

Mesa PINK
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Maderas

Serie 100

Natural / Natural / Naturel

Nogal / Walnut / Noyer

Cerezo / Cherry / Cerisier Roble / Oak / Chêne

Blanco / White / Blanc
* Incrementa en precio

HAYA
VENNER / HETRE

Roble ChewBlanco  Roble Gabor Roble Perkin

Serie NOOR

FINISHINGS
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Metal

Serie MAE

Cromo / Chrome / Chrome

Haya / Venner / Hêtre

Aluminio / Alluminium / 
Aluminium

Canela / Sand / Sable

Blanco / White / Blanc

Negro / Black / Noir Negro / Black / Noir

Roble Danés / Oak Danes /  
Chêne Danes

* Solo para series SAND y MINT

Roble Estocolmo / Oak  
Estocolmo / Chêne Estocolmo

Roble Colorado / Oak Colorado 
/ Chêne Colorado

Tapas Mesas Melamina Tapas Mesas MDF

Haya / Venner / Hêtre Blanco / White / Blanc

* Disponibles también opcionalmente en todos los acabados de la serie MAE

HAYA
VENNER / HETRE
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Blue Bordeaux Red Fuchsia Orange Light Orange Terracota

PistacheLight Green

Grey

White

Green

Dark Grey

Sand

Turquoise

Frost

Light Brown

Cobalt

Nude

Stone

MICHIGAN G1

G1

Rose
2114

Squash
2111

Sisal
1048

Pink
2021

Olive
5001

Taupe
34

Orange
6019

Night
2108

Cognac
0002

Lavander
3001

VALENCIA

Rot
2075

Platin
4043

Praliné
1

Port
2062

Auster
4040

Graphite
4003

Ultraviolet
2118

Jade
5056

Avocado
2110

Coral
2106
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G2

Rapsberry
2016

Meteor
4024

Cream
1077

Sapphire
3007

Mocca
5

Plata
4001

Basil
5020

Carbón
9002

Beige
1010

Safran
6065

Coral
2102

Delft
3067

Umber
1014

Pistacho
5008

Taupe
9

SILVERTEX

Rose
2098

Ultraviolet
2104

Magenta
7002

Grenadine
2095

Turquoise
3001

G3

MARS
MAG-4227

GREENLAND
MAG-6443

UYUNI
MAG-5001

BLOSSOM
MAG-4203

SKY
MAG-2003

TRUFFLE
MAG-4537

KILKENNY
SKY-0003

MAGLIA

INDIGO
MAG-5559

PRIMROSE
MAG-2000

BREEZE
MAG-0003

SAGE
MAG-0406

PATAGONIA
SKY-0009

SAHARA
SKY-0011

G3SKYLINE
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Composición: Capa: 100% vinyl. Soporte: 100% polyester.
Solidez a la luz: 6, DIN 54004 1000 horas pasa.
Abrasión: 300.000 Martindale EN ISO 12947.
Características: Protección antimicrobiana • Protección antibacteriana •
Protección antimicótica. • Resistencia a la transpiración, a la saliba
humana, orina, sangre, aceites de girasol. • Impermeabilidad.
Inflamabilidad: EN 1021 Part 1 & 2 • DIN 4102 B2 • UNI 9175 Classe 1.1 M •
NF P 92-503 / M2 • UNE 23.727-90 IR/M.2 • MVSS302 • IMO A.652
(16)8.2 & 8.3.
Width: 137cm.
Peso: 650gr/m².
*De tintada a tintada se pueden producir variaciones tolerables de color.

Composition: Topcoat: 100% vinyl. Backing: 100% polyester.
Light fastness: 6, DIN 54004 1000 hours pasa.
Abrasion: 300.000 Martindale EN ISO 12947.
Characteristics: Antimicrobial protection • Anibacterial protection •
Antimycotic protection. • Resistance to spitting and respiration. Urine
resistance. Blood resistance. • Waterproof. • Oil resistance (Sunflower oil).
Flammability: EN 1021 Part 1 & 2 • DIN 4102 B2 • UNI 9175 Classe 1.1 M •
NF P 92-503 / M2 • UNE 23.727-90 IR/M.2 • MVSS302 • IMO A.652
(16)8.2 & 8.3.
Widht: 137cm.
Weight: 650gr/m².
*Batch to batch variations may occur within commercial tolerances.

Composición: tela recubierta en PVC concebida para cumplir con los heights 
requerimientos 
del mercado  de contract.   
Características: protección antimicrobiana, antibacteriana, antimicótica. 
Tejido resistente a las manchas de orina, transpiración, sangre, saliva humana 
y aceites de girasol.
Resistencia rotura L (dan): ISO 1421 / Unidad: daN - 5cm / Min: 22.
Resistencia rotura T (dan): ISO 1421 / Unidad: daN - 5cm / Min: 13.
Alargamiento rotura L (dan): ISO 1421 / Unidad: % / Min: 20 / Max: 50.
Alargamiento rotura T (dan): ISO 1421 / Unidad: % / Min: 150 / Max: 250.
Resistencia al desgarro L (dan): ISO 4674 A2 / Unidad: daN / Min: 1,2.
Resistencia al desgarro T (dan): ISO 4674 A2 / Unidad: daN / Min: 1,2.
Combustibilidad: UNE 23727-90 1ºR - M2.
Resistencia a microorganismos: sanitized nº 2428.03
Mantenimiento: lavar con agua y jabón neutral suave. 
Enjuagar con agua limpia. Secar con un trapo suave.
*De una partida a otra se pueden producir variaciones tolerables de color.

Composition: vinyl coated fabric especially developed to meet the most 
stringent 
requirements of modem contract, marine and outdoor upholstery.
Characteristics:  antimicrobial protection, anibacterial protection, antimycotic 
protection.
Superior abrasion resistance. Resistance to spitting and respiration. Urine 
resistance. Blood resistance.
UV stabilizad pigments. Waterproof. Oil resistance (Sunflower oil). 
Tensile strength L (dan): ISO 1421 / Unit: daN - 5cm / Min: 22.
Tensile strength T (dan): ISO 1421 / Unit: daN - 5cm / Min: 13.
Elongation at break L (dan): ISO 1421 / Unit: % / Min: 20 / Max: 50.
Elongation at break T (dan): ISO 1421 / Unit: % / Min: 150 / Max: 250.
Tear strength resistance L (dan): ISO 4674 A2 / Unit: daN / Min: 1,2.
Tear strength resistance T (dan): ISO 4674 A2 / Unit: daN / Min: 1,2.
Combustibility: UNE 23727-90 1ºR - M2.
Resistance to microorganism: sanitized nº 2428.03.
Maintenance: wash whith soap and water. Rinse with clear water.

VALENCIA

Composición: Superficie 100% Vinilo.
Sustrato: 100% Polyester Hi-Loft
Solidez a la luz: >7 (1000 horas, escala blue wool)
Abrasión: >100,000 Ciclos Martindale.
Características: 
Resistencia a la Urea BS 3424 Parte 19: deterioro insignificante tras 24 horas.
Anti-microbial / Anti-fungal AATCC 147. 
Limpiar con aspirador con regularidad.
Limpiar en seco, o bien lavar con un paño húmedo, o con un jabón especial para tapicerías. Por 
todos los detalles vea el manual de limpieza.
Inflamabilidad: 
EU: EN 1021 Parte 1 y 2
ES: UNE 23.727-90 1R/M.2
FR: NF P 92-503/M2

Width: 137cm.
Peso:  685 g/m2 
*De tintada a tintada se pueden producir variaciones tolerables de color.

SKYLINE

MICHIGAN

Composición: tela recubierta en PVC concebida para cumplir con los heights 
requerimientos del mercado  de contract.   
Características: protección antimicrobiana, antibacteriana, antimicótica. 
Tejido resistente a las manchas de orina, transpiración, sangre, saliva humana y 
aceites de girasol.
Resistencia a la luz UV. Alta resistencia a la abrasión. Impermeabilidad. Superficie 
resistente a las manchas. 
Cumple con la norma UNE EN 71-3 (Seguridad de juguetes)
Solidez a la luz: DIN 54004 1000 horas pasa
Resistencia a la abrasión: +100.000 ciclos ISO 12947 parte 2 (Martindale)
Inflamabilidad: UNE 23.727-90 1R/M.2 UNE EN 1021/Parte 1 y 2
Capa protectora: permablok.
*Condiciones ignifugas dependientes del tipo de foam y cola utilizados.
Mantenimiento: lavar con agua y jabón neutral suave. 
Enjuagar con agua limpia. Secar con un trapo suave. Antes de emplear un pro-
ducto de limpieza se recomienda hacer una prueba en una zona escondida, para 
comprobar que su uso no deteriora el artículo.
*De una partida a otra se pueden producir variaciones tolerables de color.

Composition: vinyl coated fabric especially developed to meet the most stringent 
requirements of modem contract, marine and outdoor upholstery.
Characteristics:  antimicrobial protection, anibacterial protection, antimycotic 
protection.
Superior abrasion resistance. Resistance to spitting and respiration. Urine resistan-
ce. Blood resistance. UV stabilizad pigments. Waterproof. Oil resistance (Sunflower 
oil). Antistain finish. 
Pasees BS EN 71-3 (Safety of toys) Light fastness: DIN 54004 1000 hours pasa 
Abrasion resistance: +100.000 cycles  ISO 12947 part 2 (Martindale) 
Flammability: BS EN 1021/Part 1 an 2
*Flammability performance is dependent on foam and glue used.
Protective finish: permablok.
Maintenance: wash whith soap and water. Rinse with clear water.
Pat dry with a damp white cloth. Before using any cleaning product test it on a 
hidden zone to verify that it does not deteriorate the article.
*Order to order variations may occur within commercial tolerances.

SILVERTEX

Composición: Superficie: 100% vinilo
Sustrato: 100% Polyester Hi-Loft
Solidez a la luz: 1000 horas, escala blue wool.
Abrasión: >100.000 ciclos. (EN ISO 12947:1999 Parte 2)
Características: 
Resistencia a la urea BS 3424 Parte 19: deterioro insignificante tras 24 horas
Anti-microbial / Anti-fungal AATCC 147
Limpieza: Limpiar con un trapo húmedo y agua jabonosa caliente. Evitar el uso 
regular de disolventes con alcohol y eliminar cualquier residuo existente. Para 
más detalles, ver guía completa de limpieza vinilo.
Inflamabilidad: ES: UNE 23.727-90 1R/M.2  EU: EN 1021 Parte 1 y 2  FR: NF 
P 92-503/M2
Width: 137cm.
Peso: 680 g/m2 
*De tintada a tintada se pueden producir variaciones tolerables de color.

Composition: Surface: 100% Vinyl
Substrate: 100% Polyester Hi-Loft
Light fastness: 1000 hours, blue wool scale.
Abrasion: >100.000 cycles (Martindale)
Characteristics: 
Urea resistance: BS 3424 Part 19 no significant deterioration after 24 hrs
Anti-microbial / Anti-fungal AATCC 147
Cleaning: Wipe with a damp cloth and warm soapy water. Improved resistance 
to alcohol but avoid regular use and remove residue where possible.
Flammability: 
EU: EN 1021 Parte 1 y 2
ES: UNE 23.727-90 1R/M.2
FR: NF P 92-503/M2
Widht: 137cm.
Weight:  680 g/m2 

MAGLIA

Composition: Surface: 100% Vinyl
Substrate: 100% Polyester Hi-Loft
Light fastness: 1000 hours, blue wool scale.
Abrasion: >100.000 cycles (Martindale)
Characteristics: 
Urea resistance: BS 3424 Part 19 no significant deterioration after 24 hrs
Anti-microbial / Anti-fungal AATCC 147
Cleaning: Wipe with a damp cloth and warm soapy water. Improved resis-
tance to alcohol but avoid regular use and remove residue where possible.
Flammability: 
EU: EN 1021 Parte 1 y 2
ES: UNE 23.727-90 1R/M.2
FR: NF P 92-503/M2Widht: 137cm.
Weight:  685 g/m2 
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All the fabrics of our furniture manufactured by SPRADLING have the following properties:

PROTECTION AGAINST GERMS, ABRASION AND STAINS

It is a proven vinyl protector designed to provide a strong and e�ective barrier against all three pCradero problems with mi-
nimal maintenance.

SUPERIOR ANTI-GERMA PROTECTION

PERMABLOK3® contributes to a more hygienic environment by keeping the concentration of germs low. In addition, it also 
prevents the growth of fungi, mold and mold spores, which can cause unpleasant odors, unsightly pink and black stains, and 
even allergic reactions. This means that vinyl protected with PERMABLOK3® not only maintains its good appearance but also 
maintains its high resistance to deterioration, preventing �ssures, cracks and loss of ¦exibility. Therefore, from any point of 
view, be it hygienic, aesthetic or structural, PERMABLOK3® o�ers superior antibacterial protection that the Healthcare and 
Hospitality sectors can rely on.

VIRUCIATED ACTIVITY

 PERMABLOK3® o�ers an e�ective barrier against viruses, thus proving itself with the following certi�cations:

ISO 18184: reduction of the presence of Coronavirus * by more than 90% during the �rst hour of contact.

ISO 21702: 99.9% reduction in Coronavirus * activity during the �rst 24 hours of surface exposure.

BACTERIOSTATIC PROPERTIES

 PERMABLOK3® ensures bacteria-free upholstered surfaces through the following ISO certi�cation:

ISO 22196: Antibacterial activity value ** of R> 2.

SUPERIOR ANTIFUNGAL PROTECTION

PERMABLOK3® o�ers unrivaled antifungal protection, resisting Gram positive and Gram negative bacteria, �lamentous fungi 
and yeasts.
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Camino de la Estación s/n
Polig. i-4, Parcela 5

03330 CREVILLENTE (Alicante)
Tels.: 96 540 53 30 / 96 540 35 12

Fax: 96 668 05 62
e-mail: info@seniorcare.es

www.seniorcare.es




